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Chapter 1: Principal and Teacher Reports of Principal Leadership: An Examination of Congruence and Predictive Validity

School principals influence school climate, organization, and morale. Principals are key to implementing quality prevention programs (Gottfredson et al., 2002), and influence teacher job satisfaction and turnover (American Federation of Teachers, 1997). Some researchers assert that “educational leadership is possibly the most important single determinant of an effective learning environment” (Kelley, Thornton, & Daughtery, 2005). Many recent reports focus on the role of principals in improving schools (Ishimaru, 2012; Keys, Sharp, Greene, & Grayson, 2003; Knapp et al., 2010; Nettles & Herrington, 2007). A recent Google search of “turnaround principals” produced 588,000 results demonstrating federal, state, and district-level interest in the qualities of and strategies for identifying and training successful school principals – particularly in difficult, low-performing schools. Researchers need effective methods to study principal leadership, qualities, and performance within schools.

To study the effect of principal leadership on school outcomes, researchers use a variety of methods including direct observation, teacher reports, and principal self-reports. Though observations may provide an objective picture of principal leadership qualities or behavior, they are time consuming and costly. Teacher and principal reports often provide more efficient, less costly methods of assessing principal leadership, and may be able to capture a more comprehensive view of principal leadership than time-limited observations. However, some research indicates a lack of agreement, or a low correlation, between reports of supervisors and supervisees about supervisor behavior (Conway & Huffcutt, 1997). While a lack of congruity or agreement between reporters
may indicate that unique aspects of performance or behavior are highlighted by each reporter (Conway & Huffcutt, 1997), it may also indicate that one or both of the reports are not valid measures of the target construct – in this case, principal leadership style.

The few studies that have examined agreement between teacher and principal reports of school outcomes or leadership behavior have indicated low correlations between reports (Stone, Astor, and Benbenishty, 2009; Kelley, Thornton, and Daugherty, 2005). While there has been little research examining agreement or congruence between teacher and principal reports, organizational psychology has examined agreement between self and other reports of performance in supervisors and supervisees. A number of organizational studies found that higher correlations and congruence between supervisor and supervisee reports (self-other agreement) relate to higher supervisor intelligence (Mabe & West, 1982) as well as a number of positive outcomes ranging from achievement (Mabe & West, 1982) to job performance and organizational commitment (Szell & Henderson, 1997). Generally, this research has found low correlations between self-reports and other-reports of performance, with most demonstrating that self reports indicate higher levels of performance than do other-reports (Conway & Huffcutt, 1997; Harris & Schaubroek, 1988; Heidemeier & Moser, 2009). In organizational psychology, this self-other agreement between supervisors and supervisees is referred to as managerial self-awareness (Atwater & Yammarino, 1992; Church, 1997; Fleenor et al., 2010). Based on this organizational psychology research, it seems likely that agreement between principals (supervisors) and teachers (supervisees) may be a predictor of important school-related outcomes such as school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover.
Study Rationale

In this study, I examined to what degree teacher reports and principal self-reports are correlated, which report better predicts school rule clarity and fairness, and whether congruous reports between teachers and principals – as measured using polynomial regression – predict better school outcomes including better school climate, organizational focus, and lower teacher turnover. I explored these questions using the data gathered in the National Study of Delinquency Prevention in Schools (Gottfredson et al., 2002). The answers to these questions can inform future researchers about whether principal self-reports or teacher reports are more appropriate for assessing principal leadership and potentially other school characteristics. Moreover, the present research can inform future researchers on whether principal or teacher perceptions of principal leadership better predict school rule clarity and fairness, and whether congruity between reports is predictive of school morale, organizational focus, and staff turnover. If reports do not align, future research may examine what accounts for this lack of agreement between teachers and principals. Understanding which report has the most predictive utility may be important in determining whose report to use in future research.

Information about the importance of congruence between teacher and principal reports in predicting school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover may be useful for future interventions. Interventions that aim to boost school morale, change organizational focus, or decrease teacher turnover may target principal self-awareness as a potential place to intervene if high self-other agreement predicts positive outcomes. If congruence between reporters is important, finding a way to build similar understandings and
perceptions between teachers and principals may be one approach to improving school climate and reducing teacher turnovers.

**Statement of Research Questions**

1. To what degree are principal self-reports and teacher reports of principal leadership style correlated?
   
   a. Hypothesis 1: Principal self-reports and teacher reports will have only a small positive correlation (<.25).

   A number of studies report that teacher and principal ratings of various school-related issues or outcomes are not highly correlated (Stone, Astor, & Benbenishty, 2009; Kelley, Thornton, & Daugherty, 2005). In their study of student victimization, Stone, Ashor and Benbenishty (2009) reported that the correlation between teacher and principal reports of victimization was 0.15. Studies of supervisor-supervisee reports on supervisor behavior produce correlations ranging from 0.14 to 0.35 between reports (Conway & Huffcutt, 1997; Harris & Schaubroek, 1988; Heidemeier & Moser, 2009). These low correlations highlight the lack of consistency between reports and indicate that either one reporter is not accurate or that different reports measure different facets of constructs such as victimization or supervisor leadership.

2. Are teacher reports or principal self-reports of principal leadership style more predictive of school rule clarity and fairness?
a. Hypothesis 2: Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership will better predict student reports of school rule clarity and fairness than principal self-reports of leadership.

One study by Atwater and Yammarino (1992) found that self-ratings were often inflated and that self-reported leadership behavior was only predictive of performance when it was related to others’ reports of leadership behavior. Other studies also indicate that self-assessment of skill or character is often flawed. A number of studies indicate that it is very difficult for individuals to judge themselves accurately, and that in many cases, other people’s assessments are more accurate (Dunning, Heath, & Suls, 2004). Accordingly, teacher reports of principal leadership behavior are likely more accurate. Based on research indicating that effective leadership relates to school characteristics, more accurate reports of principal leadership (i.e., those made by teachers) are more likely to predict school characteristics, such as school rule clarity and fairness.

3. A) Are more congruous reports between teachers and principals (i.e. higher self-other agreement or principal self-awareness) predictive of better school morale, organizational focus, and lower staff turnover?

B) How does incongruity between principal self-reports and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership influence school morale, organizational focus, and staff turnover?

a. Hypothesis 3: Higher principal-teacher agreement on measures of leadership will predict higher school morale, better organizational focus, and lower staff
turnover (See Figure 1). Discrepancies between self and other reports in which the teachers reported more favorably on principal leadership than principal’s self-reported will relate to better morale and organizational focus and lower staff turnover.

Few studies examine self-other agreement as it relates specifically to teachers and principals. However, a number of studies found that high self-other agreement between supervisor and supervisee ratings of supervisor behavior related to positive outcomes including higher achievement (Mabe & West, 1982), job performance (Fleenor et al., 2010), leader performance, and organizational commitment (Szell & Henderson, 1997). In general, higher performing managers tend to have higher self-awareness (Church, 1997). These correlates of leader performance in the organizational literature serve as a proxy to the outcomes expected when assessing leadership in schools.
Note: The convex ridge at the line of perfect agreement indicates that school morale is highest at points of agreement between principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of leadership. The slope along the line of incongruity is negative, indicating that morale is higher when aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership are higher than principal self-reports of leadership. Teacher turnover is hypothesized to relate in a similar way, but with a concave surface and low points along the line of perfect agreement.

Figure 1. Hypothesis 3 Illustration: School morale (or organizational focus) as predicted by principal self-reports and aggregated teacher reports of leadership discrepancy
Chapter 2: A Review of the Literature

This literature review explores the following questions: what makes an effective leader in schools, what is the importance of effective leadership, and how is it measured? The aim of this literature review is to provide some background on, conceptualizations of, and strategies for measuring effective principal leadership in schools, and to briefly review the connection between principal leadership and school characteristics of interest for this thesis, such as school morale and teacher turnover. While school leadership is a broad topic and likely comprises many attributes, characteristics, and behaviors, this review focuses on current trends in, important characteristics of, and difficulties in defining effective leadership.

Search Methods:

The chief sources for the literature review were electronic databases; the search generated in EBSCO using a number of databases: Academic Search Premier, Business Source Complete, Business Source Premier, Education Research Complete, Education Source, ERIC, Professional Development Collection, PsycArticles, PsycINFO, and Teacher Reference Center. Search terms included “self other reports of performance,” “principal leadership in schools,” “teacher turnover and principal leadership,” “principal leadership, secondary school, and school outcomes,” “leadership,” “qualities of effective leader,” and “teacher principal agreement.” Peer-reviewed journal articles from the past 25 years were included. The publication type and time range were chosen to increase feasibility by limiting results and to reflect the ever-changing educational field by exploring current research and the broad transitions in conceptualizations of effective principal leadership have undergone in the past quarter century. The initial searches returned thousands of article results. All duplicates were removed, eliminating over half
of the results. After that, articles were reviewed for relevancy. Articles relating to general leadership, principal leadership, leader effectiveness, manager effectiveness, and measuring leadership were retained. Articles specifically related to other fields (e.g., medicine) or geographic locations (e.g., Japan) were removed. Following these inclusion criteria, 229 articles were retained. Additional references were pulled from relevant citations to broaden the search. Finally, recommendations of appropriate references were sought from experts and researchers with knowledge of the field.

**Broad Ideas on Leadership**

According to research in organizational and industrial psychology, workplace performance is a function of the skills, motivations and commitments of workplace personnel, the characteristics of work settings, and the environment (Rowan, 1996). Different researchers have theorized different relationships between these elements and the importance of leadership in shaping these characteristics. Porter and Lawler (1968) used Vroom’s (1964) expectation-theory models as a foundation for their models of organizational motivation and performance. Their model accounted for the process by which components – including management, expectations of employees, and performance – interact and lead to employee motivation and performance. Expectancy plays an important role. Employees expect to be able to complete the tasks of their job, receive rewards for successful performance, and expect that rewards are equitable. When these expectations are met, employees are satisfied and, in turn, motivated (Kach, 2015; Porter & Lawler, 1968; Lawler & Suttle, 1973). Research findings support this theory. One study of 154 managers showed that job performance was positively related to expectations of reward for effective performance (Lawler & Porter, 1967), and two
reviews found that at least 17 other studies found support for this expectancy model (Lawler, 1971; Heneman & Schwab, 1972; Lawler & Suttle, 1973). Locke and Latham (1990) wrote further about the importance of goals, expectations, and rewards. They argued that effective managers are those who establish goals for organizations, translate those goals into explicit agendas and plans, and reward employees who support and work toward organizational goals (Locke & Latham, 1990).

Leadership can influence motivations of personnel, characteristics of the work and environment, and ultimately workplace performance. As the recognition of the importance of leadership grows, so do the definitions and conceptualizations of effective leadership. Today, a Google search of “effective leadership” by this author results in over 27 million references. The top result is a blog post from Glenn Llopis, a contributor at Forbes.com, who reported that preparing effective leaders begins with just five simple rules that can be summarized as accountability, solving problems effectively, listening, attending to employees, and learning from failure (Llopis, 2014). Another top result comes from the University of Notre Dame’s University Alliance, which cites four critical leadership qualities: self-assessment, perception skills, recognizing and responding to group needs, and understanding organizational goals (University Alliance, 2015). The third result is from Peter Economy, who outlined “7 Traits of Highly Effective Leaders” including optimism, integrity, confidence, and decisiveness (Economy, 2013). Even among popular sources, the views on leadership vary and represent differing opinions on the importance of skills and characteristics.

Despite years of research in organizational psychology, a consensus on the definition of an effective leader remains out of reach. Some argue that effective leaders
are defined by their outcomes and measured by the success of their projects, employees, and employers. Others define effective leadership as personal qualities or traits attributed to the leader. Trends in leadership abound and include descriptors like “transformational” (e.g., Barnett, McCormick, & Conner, 2001), “authentic” (e.g., Bird et al., 2012), “creative” (e.g., Goertz, 2000), “reflective” (e.g., Day, 2000), “mindful” (e.g., Kearney, Kelsey, & Herrington, 2013), and “transactional” (e.g., Barnett, McCormick, & Conner, 2001). While these leadership descriptions are now applied to school leaders, school leaders also have their own descriptors like “instructional leaders” (e.g., Devine & Alger, 2011) or “turnaround principals.” The volume and breadth of research on what it takes to be a good leader makes consensus a difficult, if not impossible, task. Management now requires a high level of self-awareness, reflection, distribution of responsibility and decision-making, and understanding of instruction. Effective managers must be genuine, assertive – but not too much (Ames & Flynn, 2007) –, creative, and able to reform even the most challenging schools or businesses.

Effective leadership remains undefined, but research hints at common elements, including self-awareness (Higgs & Rowland, 2010, Atwater & Yammarino, 1992), emphasis on teamwork (Kolb, 1995), supporting and empowering employees (Kolb, 1995; MIT Sloan Management Review, 2004), positive thinking (Wood & Vilkinas, 2004), trust or integrity (Burns & Martin, 2010), and focusing on achievement (Wood & Vilkinas, 2004). Good leaders also have “vision” and social influence (Matthews, 2009; Yukl, 1994). Northhouse (2004) writes that leadership is “a process whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal…without influence, leadership does not exist” (p. 3). Though effective school leadership likely
requires many of the same characteristics required for other managerial or leadership positions, some of the demands and requirements place on school principals may be unique and require an additional set of skills.

**Principal Leadership in Schools**

As the leaders of their schools, principals influence the motivation and commitment of teachers as well as the characteristics of the school environment. One report from the Wallace Foundation (2011) stated, “a good principal is the single most important determinant of whether a school can attract high-quality teachers necessary to turn around schools” (p. 2). School principals influence school climate, organization, and morale, and are key to implementing quality prevention programs (Gottfredson et al., 2002). Administrative support is one of the most important factors in teacher job satisfaction and retention (American Federation of Teachers, 1997). Moreover, effective leadership “is second only to teaching among school-related factors in its impact on student learning” (Leithwood, Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004, p. 3), and “educational leadership is possibly the most important single determinant of an effective learning environment” (Kelley, Thornton, & Daughtery, 2005).

Educational leaders serve a vital role in determining the success and satisfaction of students and staff, and the influence of leaders may be strongest in the neediest schools. Many recent reports focus on the role of principals in improving schools (Ishimaru, 2012; Keys, Sharp, Greene, & Grayson, 2003; Knapp et al., 2010; Nettles & Herrington, 2007). The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, with its emphasis on standards-based reform and leadership, created an impetus for leadership change in schools (Reardon, 2011; Matthews, 2009). President Obama’s Blueprint for Education
also emphasize the importance of school leadership, outlining important requirements for effective principals and stressing leadership as a critical factor in school success (U.S. Department of Education, 2010). A Google search of “turnaround principals” produced 588,000 results demonstrating federal, state, and district-level interest in the qualities of and strategies for identifying and training successful school principals – particularly in difficult, low-performing schools. With the recent spotlight on principal leadership in schools, it is important to examine what elements constitute effective principalship.

While federal policy and research support the importance of effective leadership in schools, our understanding of the characteristics of effective school leadership is tenuous (Harris, 2004). Educational research has yet to establish which forms of leadership best influence school improvement and how different elements of leadership – including experience, training, traits, and professional learning – may combine to produce an effective school leader and improved school performance (Harris, 2004). As with other leadership research, the research on principal effectiveness supports some common factors of effective leaders.

Effective principals set clear directions, establish expectations, and evaluate their effectiveness as well as the performance of those around them. Successful schools leaders encourage staff members and students – providing them with the support and training they need to succeed (Leithwood, Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004). These guidelines for leadership may seem straightforward, but a number of reports indicate that principals must also be attuned to their particular school and community environment when making decisions about the type of leadership they employ (Keys, Sharp, Greene, & Grayson, 2003; Leithwood, Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004). Being an effective
principal is not easy, particularly in difficult, low achieving schools, but it is important. Principals have a clear influence on their subordinates (i.e. teachers); they also seem to have an important influence on the broader school environment (Matthews, 2009).

Principals use many different leadership roles and styles. One common role a principal may serve is the role of instructional leader. Theories of and research on instructional leadership in schools emerged and developed throughout the 1980s and focused heavily on high performing schools in low socioeconomic environments. Effective principals have “strong backgrounds in curriculum and instruction” (Ylimaki, 2007, p. 12). Many service jobs utilize a model where the supervisor’s role is to oversee the subordinates’ work with consumers; for principals, subordinates are teachers and consumers are students. To serve as effective instructional leaders, principals must engage in curriculum development and supervision of teachers – tasks that directly influence classroom practices, and ultimately influence students’ experiences and success in school (Reardon, 2011; Ylimaki, 2007). Instructional leaders are able to support and implement professional development and intervention programs in schools, and create positive cultures defined by high expectations (Edmonds, 1979; Ylimaki, 2007). Other important qualities of effective instructional leadership included creating school goals, being highly visible, evaluating and supervising instruction, and supporting teachers in coordinating curriculum and monitoring student progress (Ylimaki, 2007; Hallinger, 1984). Instructional leadership served as the major training model in many principal training programs from the early 1980s through the mid 1990s, but fell out of favor due to the lack of inclusion of parent and teacher voices, at which time transformational leadership became the trend in effective leadership models (Ylimaki, 2007).
Despite current trends away from traditional instructional leadership, one case study on four elementary schools identified that shared instructional leadership – which places more emphasis on teacher involvement and inclusion – led to “secure and dynamic places for teaching and learning” (Ylimaki, 2007, p. 17). Shared instructional leadership is considered by some to serve as a bridge between traditional instructional leadership and transformational leadership. Others refer to “learning-centered leadership” which shares characteristics with instructional leadership but incorporates elements of transformational leadership, including respect for culture and diversity, building relationships within and outside of the school community, communicating with and supporting teachers, and monitoring data for accountability (Reardon, 2011). One small-scale study of 31 Virginian principals found that self-reports of learning-centered leadership related to better student outcomes on reading test scores, particularly for those principals reporting higher standards for student learning and more rigorous curriculum. Further, a principal’s perception of focus on rigorous curriculum and performance accountability accounted for 16-17% more variance in reading test scores than accounted for by SES alone in 4th and 5th grade students (Reardon, 2011), indicating that this leadership style may improve student performance on standardized measures.

Transformational leadership, as noted above, is one current trend in principal training and is advocated for by many as a pathway to effective leadership (Hallinger, 2003). Transformational leadership is often viewed as a counterpart to transactional leadership. Downton distinguished these terms from each other in the mid-70’s, but the terms did not gain attention until the work of Burns in the late 70’s (Barnett, McCormick, & Conners, 2001). Early research on these two forms of leadership examined political
leadership and the distinction between ordinary and extraordinary leaders (Burns, 1978). This research devised these two classifications of leaders. Transactional leadership was marked by tradition and a power exchanged between followers and leaders in which followers comply to receive expected awards. Conversely, transformational leaders increase their followers’ awareness of the value and importance of goals and strategies to achieve them. Thus, while transactional leaders rely on reward contingencies, transformational leaders rely on inspiration, confidence, and relationships (Burns, 1978; Barnett, McCormick, & Conners, 2001). Transformational leaders motivate followers. They “transcend their own immediate self-interest for the sake of the mission and vision of the organization” and this transcendence creates engagement and passion in followers – ultimately leading to performances that surpass expectations (Barnett, McCormick, & Conners, 2011, p. 25).

Studies by Bass and Avolio (1995, 1997) highlighted key characteristics of transformational leaders: they inspire trust and emulation, have attainable visions, motivate followers, provide meaning and purpose to work, encourage innovation and creativity, and build relationships with followers. Ordinary, transactional leaders rely on contingencies and intervene with followers only to correct or avoid mistakes (Barnett, McCormick, & Conners, 2011). These descriptions highlight why transformational leaders as school principals may seem so attractive. In schools, culture is critical and the work is difficult. Extraordinary, transformational leaders may be able to foster a positive school culture, provide support for their staff, and inspire trust and motivation in a challenging environment. Indeed, Leithwood and Jantzi (2005) and Robinson, Lloyd, and Rowe (2008) concluded that transformational leadership is related to student learning,
achievement, and engagement. Other research finds that transformational leadership in principals is associated with improved student outcomes (Leithwood & Riehl, 2003), more trusting relationships, and teacher participation in the decision-making process (Leithwood, 1994). Despite the theoretical benefit of and some research to support transformational leaders in school, at least one study found that the distinctions between transformational and transactional leadership is less clear in practice (Barnett, McCormick, & Conners, 2011). Disparities between measurement and definitions of leadership styles, like transformational leadership, makes it difficult to compare results, and more research is needed to define, measure, and analyze the effects of such leadership styles (Goddard & Miller, 2010).

Though transformational leadership may not be the panacea for school leadership, much research seems to highlight the importance of the so-called ‘soft skills’ or emotional intelligence of leadership (Crosbie, 2005; Goleman, 1995). One study found that people skills account for 85% of an individual’s job success, whereas technical skills and knowledge account for only 15% (Crosbie, 2005). Research on successful CEOs finds that their staff members rate them as having integrity, inclusiveness, and self-awareness – attributes that seem closely tied to emotional intelligence and soft skills (Wood & Vilinas, 2006). Soft skills of leadership include collaboration, communication, initiative, planning, and presentation skills (Crosbie, 2005). Emotional intelligence includes attributes like self-awareness, self-management and regulation, empathy, and interpersonal or relationship skills (Goleman, 1995). More broadly, emotional intelligence refers to the ability to understand one’s own and others’ emotions and abilities (Goleman, 1995) and supports the ability to develop and maintain interpersonal
relationships. Leadership can be viewed as a relationship in which successful leaders are those best able to maintain relationships with their followers. To do this, exceptional leaders are able to serve as models, provide shared vision, enable and encourage followers, and challenge the status quo (Kouzes & Posner, 2002).

Though principals’ understandings of curricular and other school-related tasks are likely important, research seems to indicate that soft skills and emotional intelligence are closely linked to exemplary leadership behaviors (Purkable, 2003). One study of school principals found that effective school principals were described as communicative, caring, understanding, fair, open-minded, patient, respectful, honest, and good role models. These principals also built relationships and were consistent, friendly, and flexible (Schulte, Slate, & Onwuegbuzie, 2010), elements that fit with the emotional intelligence model. Authentic leadership, or leadership marked by hope, optimism, trust, self-awareness and future-orientation, is a leadership style closely related to soft skills and emotional intelligence (Bird, Wang, Watson, & Murray, 2012). A number of studies have found that authentic leadership is related to employee attitudes (commitment, satisfaction, engagement, etc.), employee behaviors (job performance, extra effort, etc.), and overall business performance (Avolio et al., 2004; Jensen & Luthans, 2006; Bird et al., 2012). In schools, authentic leadership is related to teachers’ level of trust, engagement, and intention to return to the school (Bird et al., 2012).

Despite the importance of soft skills, authenticity, and interpersonal relationships, research also highlights the significance of other management skills, including the ability to promote an orderly atmosphere, presence with teachers and students, ability to set goals and communicate with staff, assertiveness, instructional skills, and inclination to
assume responsibility (Sweeney, 1982). As the managers of schools, principals must emphasize achievement (their measure of business success), set instructional goals and strategies, create order, evaluate students and staff, coordinate instruction, and support teachers (Sweeney, 1982). Principals must also serve as “human capital managers” determining who and how to recruit, select, mentor, develop, manage, compensate and recognize staff and teachers (Kimball, 2011; Grissom & Loeb, 2011). Skillful principals are able to balance managerial skills with soft skills like self-awareness and relationship skills. As such, numerous researchers argue that effective leaders use both transactional and transformational behaviors (Devine & Alger, 2012; Bass, Avolio, Jung, & Berson, 2003). Leadership training programs are attempting to meet these needs and help principals develop the broad range of skills needed to successfully manage schools. However, some leadership characteristics may be dispositional, based in leader’s personal qualities or characteristics, such as compassion, imagination, tenacity, and creativity (Green, 2013; Green & Cooper, 2013). While principal training and preparation programs may be able to educate individuals on instructional, management, and interpersonal skills, these personal qualities may be less trainable. The definition of effective leadership is broad and includes many facets, and strategies for improving leadership is still allusive, but the importance of leadership is clear. School leaders affect student and teacher outcomes and attitudes and play a large part in shaping school morale along with other factors.
**The Importance of Leadership in Schools**

*School Morale, Organizational Focus, and Rule Clarity and Fairness*

In schools with high morale, school faculty feel they are striving toward a common purpose, have common goals, can depend on each other for help, and can solve problems that arise. Schools with high organizational focus have consistent, explicit goals (Gottfredson et al., 2002). Both of these constructs are often measured by teacher report (Gottfredson, Gottfredson, Payne, & Gottfredson, 2005). Discipline problems, delinquent behavior, and student victimization are less frequent in schools were students feel respected and expect to be treated fairly in accordance to clear, well-understood rules (Gottfredson et al., 2005; Gaustad, 1992). Providing positive school environments – reflected by equitable and fair discipline policies and rules – can increase student performance, decrease discipline issues, and increase a sense of school belonging (Gaustad, 1992; Schmidt-Davis & Bottoms, 2012). Principal leadership in schools is crucial to establishing a positive, fair environment for students and staff. Their leadership is essential to creating and following through on consistent, explicit, fair school rules. Furthermore, principals often set the framework for working toward joint goals and purpose and can foster or discourage staff collaboration. Principals have a critical role in creating safe and orderly environments, creating a clear and shared mission, monitoring school progress, setting high expectations, and providing (and participating in) professional development (Nettles & Herrington, 2007). School morale and organizational focus go hand-in-hand with these components of the job of the principal. Effective leaders – those who successfully create safe, fair environments with clear goals – will lead schools with higher school morale and organizational focus.
**Teacher Turnover**

Principals may affect teacher job satisfaction and retention indirectly through their role in building and maintaining school morale and organizational focus. Research also indicates that principals may directly influence teacher job satisfaction and retention or attrition. In their examination of the 2003-2004 Schools and Staffing Survey, Shen and colleagues (2012) found that school process variables including school influence, classroom control, administrative support, positive student behavior, staff collegiality, and working conditions had a significant effect on teacher job satisfaction. These findings highlight the importance both of the indirect effect of school leadership on school variables (such as school influence, work conditions, and staff collegiality), as well as the direct effect of school leadership (i.e. administrative support) on teacher job satisfaction. This study had limitations – including the fact that school variables and job satisfaction were measured by the same people and may contaminate results due to shared method variance. Furthermore, many of the effects they found, while significant, were small. However, the findings are supported by other research. For example, a U.S. Department of Education (1997) job satisfaction survey of teachers found that administrative support and leadership, school atmosphere, autonomy, and student behavior were related to teacher satisfaction. In an analysis of teacher turnover and shortages, Ingersoll (2001) stated that teacher job dissatisfaction is one cause of teacher turnover, and that lack of administration support and limited input into school decisions (along with other school or student characteristics) are associated with higher rates of teacher turnovers.

In Ingersoll’s (2001) multiple regression analysis of the 1993-1994 Schools and Staffing Survey, he confirmed these findings with results indicating that administrative
support, student discipline problems, and faculty influence and autonomy were significant predictors of turnover. When teacher and school characteristics (such as size or private vs. public) were controlled for, these remained significant. When Ingersoll (2001) reviewed teachers’ reasons for dissatisfaction or leaving teaching, low salaries, lack of administration support, and lack of influence over decision-making were the most common school-related factors. Lack of support from administration was a common reason for leaving across the board – from teachers in high-poverty, urban public schools to those in small private schools. Teacher turnover is an important issue as teacher shortages and an increasing student population may cause schools to lower their hiring standards (Ingersoll, 2001). Recruiting and training new teachers requires time and money. Moreover, persistent changes can challenge learning outcomes and frequent turnover may diminish school morale. As the previous studies highlighted, school factors that may be indirectly or directly influenced by principals – such as school morale, organizational focus, and administrative support – are key in preventing teacher turnover.

Measuring Leadership

Principal Leadership

To study the effect of principal leadership on school outcomes, researchers use a variety of methods including direct observation, teacher reports, and principal self-reports (Goddard & Miller, 2010). Though observations may provide a comprehensive picture of principal leadership qualities, they are time consuming and costly. Teacher and principal reports often provide more efficient and less costly methods of assessing principal leadership. However, the few studies that have examined agreement between teacher and principal reports of school outcomes or leadership behavior have indicated low
correlations between reports (Stone, Astor, and Benbenishty, 2009; Kelley, Thornton, and Daugherty, 2005). While a lack of congruity between reporters may indicate that unique aspects of performance or behavior are highlighted by each reporter (Conway & Huffcutt, 1997), it may also indicate that one or both of the reports are not valid measures of principal leadership.

In the present study, principal leadership is measured in two ways: principal self-reports of leadership using The Leadership Behavior Scale (Gottfredson, 1997) and aggregated teacher reports of leadership using the Administrative Leadership Scale from the Effective School Battery (Gottfredson, 1984). The Leadership Behavior Scale was created after Gottfredson and Hybl (1987) created and distributed a structured job analysis to 1153 principals. The job analysis was created through reviews of research and conversations with school principals and personnel. The inventory comprised a large number of potential tasks that principals might engage in and asked them to indicate the importance of each task and how much time was devoted to it. Task items fell into categories of curriculum and instruction, personnel management, student personnel, building administration, home-school-community relations, school-system relations, unscheduled activities, and personal and professional development. This breadth of potential activities encapsulated feedback from principals, maximized the potential roles of principals, and captured the large variety of roles principals may serve. While principals rated most aspects of their job as at least “moderately important”, several areas stood out as the most important and time-consuming aspects of jobs based on principal self-reports, including presence and visibility, consideration, and initiation. These were used to create 19 items in The Leadership Behavior Scale (Gottfredson, 1997). The
Administrative Leadership Scale, on the other hand, was developed as part of the Effective School Battery (Gottfredson, 1984), and used research from the NIE Safe School Study (1978) as a foundation. The measures incorporated improvements from previous items and underwent revisions using item analyses from school surveys (Gottfredson, 1984).

**Self-Other Agreement**

Graham, Milanowski, and Miller (2012) defined inter-rater, or self-other, agreement as “the degree to which two or more evaluators using the same rating scale give the same rating to an identical observable situation” (p. 5). Reports of principal leadership may not reflect “identical observable situation[s]” and the rating scales used by principals and teachers differ considerably in the present study, but if principals and teachers are both valid raters of the same construct (principal effectiveness), their ratings should largely agree. Although this seems true in theory, research in organizational psychology demonstrates that supervisor and supervisee reports (including teacher and principal reports) often disagree. This research indicates low correlations between self-reports and other reports of performance, with most demonstrating that self reports indicate higher levels of performance (Conway & Huffcutt, 1997; Harris & Schaubroek, 1988; Heidemeier & Moser, 2009). This self-other agreement between supervisors and supervisees is referred to as managerial self-awareness, and leaders whose reports more closely match those of their supervisees are considered more self-aware (Atwater & Yammarino, 1992; Church, 1997; Fleenor et al., 2010).
Supervisor-Supervisee Agreement

In their meta-analysis of subordinate, supervisor, peer, and self-ratings, Conway and Huffcutt (1997) found small correlations (0.14 to 0.22) between supervisor and subordinate ratings. Harris and Schaubroek (1988) found a small correlation (0.35) between self- and supervisory ratings of job performance; Heidemeier and Moser (2009) also found a small correlation (0.22) between self-supervisor correlations with self-ratings indicating higher levels of performance. While these studies do not focus specifically on principal-teacher reports, the supervisor-subordinate relationship holds.

Principal-Teacher Agreement

In the National Study of Delinquency Prevention in Schools, Gottfredson et al. (2002) utilized a large sample of schools across the country and, as part of the study, compared teacher and principal reports of school disorder, morale, and delinquency prevention programs. They found that “some results imply that estimates of levels of school disorder derived from reports of principals, teachers, and students do not show agreement that is as high as might be expected” (p. 7-9). In their study of teacher and principal perceptions of student victimization in Israeli schools, Stone, Astor, and Benbenishty (2009) found that correlations between teacher and principal reports of student victimization, student risk behavior, and school response were positive and significant. Their study included a national sample of Israeli schools collected in 1999 with indicators of school violence, school response to violence and other school climate factors. Though their results were significant, the correlations between principal and teacher reports of victimization were quite small (0.15). While this correlation may be
statistically significant, it seems smaller than expected if principal and teacher reports were accurately measuring the same construct.

Little research compares teacher and principal reports of principal effectiveness. In their study, Kelley, Thornton, and Daugherty (2005) found that teacher and principal ratings of principal leadership style were nonsignificant and approximately zero. This small-scale, survey study included 31 elementary schools that employed only “one full-time principal without an assistant principal, dean, or other administrative support” (p. 3). These schools enrolled between 100 and 650 students each, and a total of 31 principals and 155 teachers completed measures for this study. School climate in this study was measured using the Staff Development and School Climate Assessment Questionnaire – a survey with six scale scores: communications, innovativeness, advocacy, decision-making, evaluation, and attitudes toward staff development (p. 4). Leadership behavior and leadership effectiveness were assessed using the Leadership Behavior Analysis II and the Leadership Effectiveness Scale respectively. While this study examined the topic of teacher and principal rating of principal effectiveness, it includes only a very small sample of small schools from rural settings. This small size and nonrepresentative sample limits the power and may limit the generalizability of their results.

It is important to understand whether principal self-reports and teacher reports agree to understand whether both measure principal leadership style. It is equally important to understand which reports better predict important school outcomes such as morale and climate. As Fleenor, Smither, Atwar, Braddy, and Sturm (2010) stated, “Although it appears that the use of self-ratings of leadership alone is problematic...ratings provided by others (e.g., bosses, direct reports, and peers) should
not necessarily be considered as the ‘true scores’ of leader effectiveness” (p. 1005). Thus, while principal self-reports may not correlate highly with teacher reports, it does not necessarily indicate that teachers more accurately rate principal leadership style. On the other hand, many studies indicate that teacher reports are good predictors of school morale, climate, or disorder (Kelley, Thornton, & Daughtery, 2005; Gottfredson et al., 2002). Despite this, principal reports alone are also often used in research as predictors and measures of those outcomes. One way to gauge the relative utility of principal versus teacher ratings is to determine which better predicts important school outcomes assessed by objective measures or other reporters, like school rule clarity and fairness. If one better predicts school outcomes, these reporters may be more appropriate sources of data when conducting future research on principal effectiveness and leadership.

**Outcomes of Agreement**

Little research has examined the effect of congruence (i.e. agreement) between teacher and principal reports. It is unclear whether congruence between teacher and principal reports is more prevalent in well-organized schools with positive climate and high morale, or whether there is little congruence across the board. Studies examining supervisor self-awareness often use congruity between self and other reports, referred to as self-other agreement, as a measure of self-awareness (Atwater & Yammarino, 1992; Church, 1997; Fleenor et al., 2010). Numerous studies have found that high self-awareness, or high self-other agreement, is related to positive characteristics and outcomes including intelligence and achievement (Mabe & West, 1982), leader performance (Fleenor et al., 2010), and job performance and organizational commitment (Szell & Henderson, 1997). Moreover, in his study of self-other agreement among high-
performing and average-performing managers, Church (1997) found that “high-performing managers were able to assess more accurately their own behaviors in the workplace, yielding greater congruence in self-reports versus direct reports’ ratings compared with average performers” (p.287). This research highlights the important relationships between supervisor self-awareness and various individual characteristics or performance outcomes. Based on these results, it is likely that self-other agreement in rating principal leadership style ought to relate closely to important school outcomes—such as school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover— as well. Understanding of the effects of principal self-awareness could influence school-level interventions focused on enhancing school climate and decreasing teacher turnover.
Chapter 3: Methods

Purpose

The purpose of this study is threefold: to examine agreement or congruity (as measured by correlation) between aggregated teacher reports and principal self-reports of leadership behavior, to explore which report better predicts school rule clarity and fairness, and to determine whether school morale and organizational focus are highest and teacher turnover lowest when principal self-reports and aggregated teacher reports of leadership are congruous. These questions will be answered using data gathered in the National Study of Delinquency Prevention in Schools (Gottfredson et al., 2002).

Description of Sample

This study examines data from public schools that participated in the National Study of Delinquency Prevention in Schools. Private and Catholic schools were omitted because school leadership and outcomes may relate differently than in public schools due to different requirements and burdens (Gottfredson & Hybl, 1987). Of the public schools, only those that provided both teacher reports and principal self-reports of leadership were retained. Finally, five schools with fewer than three teacher respondents were eliminated. The final sample for this study included 263 public schools. Approximately 59% of the reporting schools were middle schools while the remaining 41% were high schools. The poverty status of students within the schools had a wide range—from zero to 100% of students eligible for free or reduced lunch, the indicator used to determine poverty status. Across schools, the number of principals in the last ten years ranged from one to nine, and the number of full time teachers ranged from two to 208 according to principals’ reports. Reported enrollment in the sample of schools ranged from 19 to 2777 (see Table
2). Schools reporting lower enrollment and full time teacher numbers indicated that they were public schools for students with behavior issues or special needs.

Table 1

Description of the Sample Retained for Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Characteristic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>% of Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>School Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School Enrollment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-500</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501-1000</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001-1500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1501-2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-2500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2501-3000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% of Students Receiving Free Lunch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-25%</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50%</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-75%</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-100%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Principals in past 10 years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Full Time Teachers Reported by Principal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-150</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 and over</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Description of the Measures

This study examines each of the three hypotheses using a number of measures from the National Study of Delinquency Prevention in Schools.

**Hypothesis 1:** Principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership will have only a small positive correlation (<.25).

- **Measures:**
  - *The Administrator Leadership Scale,* completed by teachers, is part of the Effective School Battery (Gottfredson, 1984) and assesses principal leadership in schools. This scale consists of 12 items and has a high level of alpha reliability as an individual-level measure and high estimate of reliability of school-level aggregate (alpha = 0.84 and lambda-hat = 0.92 in this sample).
  - *The Leadership Behavior Scale* (Gottfredson, 1997), completed by principals, serves as a self-report measure of principal leadership. It consists of 19 items and has a high level of alpha reliability as an individual-level measure (0.88). This measure was based in part on a school principal job analysis using a structured task analysis inventory. Principals indicated the most important aspects of their jobs. The most important aspects indicated were used to create the measure on which principals rate the emphasis they place on different job components (Gottfredson, 1993). Though this scale was conceptualized by Gottfredson to include multiple subscales, or factors, in this sample, a
one-factor solution fit best. Accordingly, only overall self-reported leadership scores are used in analyses.

**Hypothesis 2:** Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership will better predict aggregated student reports of rule clarity and rule fairness than principal self-reports of leadership.

- **Measures:**
  - *Administrator Leadership Scale*
  - *Leadership Behavior Scale*
  - *Rule Clarity Scale*, completed by students, is part of the Effective School Battery (Gottfredson, 1984) and assesses student-perceived rule clarity. This scale consists of four items. The estimate of reliability as a school-level aggregate in this sample is .74.
  - *Rule Fairness Scale*, completed by students, is part of the Effective School Battery (Gottfredson, 1984) and assesses clarity of school rules as perceived by students. This scale consists of three items. The estimate of reliability as a school-level aggregate in this sample is .78.

**Hypothesis 3:** Higher self-other agreement will predict higher school morale, better organizational focus, and lower staff turnover.

- **Measures:**
  - *Administrator Leadership Scale*
  - *Leadership Behavior Scale*
  - *The Morale Scale*, completed by teachers, is part of the Effective School Battery (Gottfredson, 1984) and assesses school morale. This
scale consists of 11 items and has a high estimate of reliability of school-level aggregate (lambda-hat = 0.93 in this sample).

- The *Organization Focus Scale* (Gottfredson & Holland, 1996), completed by teachers, is a 16-item scale that assess the clarity of rules, goals, and operations (i.e. organizational focus) of the school. Organizational Focus measures whether the school has a “focused set of consistent and explicit goals (versus conflicting and poorly defined goals)” (Gottfredson et al., 2002, p. 6-1). It has a high estimate of reliability of school-level aggregate (lambda-hat = 0.98 in this sample).

- I will use staff turnover as calculated through principal reports of current full time teachers, full time teachers from the previous year, and teachers new to the school this year.
Table 2

*Description of Measures*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Name (Reference)</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Sample Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Administrator Leadership Scale (adapted from *Effective School Battery*; Gottfredson, 1984) | Teacher Questionnaire  
$N$ items = 12  
$\alpha = .84$  
$\hat{\lambda} = 92$ | - The school’s administration makes it easy to get supplies, equipment, or arrangements needed for instruction.  
- There is little administrator-teacher tension in this school.  
- Teachers feel free to communicate with the principle.  
- The principal of our school is informal.  
*Responses for the first item was “strongly agree”, “agree somewhat”, “disagree somewhat,” and “strongly disagree.”*  
*Responses for the rest of items were “true” or “false.”* |
| Leadership Behavior Scale (Gottfredson, 1997) | Principal Questionnaire 2  
$N$ items = 19  
$\alpha = .88$ | - Review teacher performance with individual teachers in formal evaluation  
- Being patient with and helpful to faculty  
- Observe teacher’s instruction and classroom management practices  
- Assign responsibilities to teachers  
*Principals rated their leadership emphasis on each item “top”, “high”, “some”, and “little.”*  
| Rule Clarity Scale (adapted from *Effective School Battery*, Gottfredson, 1984) | Student Questionnaire  
$N$ items = 3  
$\alpha = .62$  
$\hat{\lambda} = .74$ | - Everyone knows what the school rules are.  
- Teachers let the students know what they expect of them.  
*Students rated the first item as “almost always”, “sometimes”, or “almost never.” All other items were rated either “true” or “false.”*  
(table continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale/Metric</th>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Item Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule Fairness Scale</td>
<td>Student Questionnaire</td>
<td>$N = 4$</td>
<td>$\alpha = .63$, $\hat{\lambda} = .78$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(adapted from Effective School Battery, Gottfredson, 1984)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The school rules are fair. The punishment for breaking school rules is the same no matter who you are. Students rated items as “almost always” or “almost never”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morale Scale</td>
<td>Teacher Questionnaire</td>
<td>$N = 11$</td>
<td>$\alpha = .81$, $\hat{\lambda} = .93$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(adapted from Effective School Battery, Gottfredson, 1984)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Students here don’t really care about the school. I feel my ideas are listened to and used in this school. Please indicate which of the following descriptors are mostly true of the teaching faculty of your school and which are mostly false: apathetic, cohesive, enthusiastic, frustrated, satisfied… Responses of items were “true” or “false.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Focus Scale</td>
<td>Teacher Questionnaire</td>
<td>$N = 16$</td>
<td>$\alpha = .94$, $\hat{\lambda} = .98$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gottfredson &amp; Holland, 1996)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rules and operating procedures are clear and explicit in this school. Everyone here is working toward the same ends. My school is torn up by leaders with different agendas. Responses were “false,” “mostly false,” “mostly true,” and “true.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Turnover</td>
<td>Principal Questionnaire</td>
<td>$N = 1$</td>
<td>$\alpha = \text{N/A}$, $\hat{\lambda} = \text{N/A}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Principals reported number of full time teachers in current and previous year and new teachers to the school this year. Calculated by taking the ratio of new teachers this year compared to total number of teachers in the school.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. $\alpha$=alpha reliability for individual-level measures. $\hat{\lambda}$=lambda-hat, estimated reliability of school-level aggregate. N/A = not applicable.*
Analysis Method

The primary statistical analyses that I conducted were correlations and regression (linear and polynomial). SPSS was used for most analyses, though the polynomial regression response surfaces were created in Excel using the procedure outlined by Shanock, Baran, Gentry, Pattison, & Heggestad (2010). Teacher and student reports were aggregated and all analyses examined at the school level. I ran correlations to explore the relation between principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of leadership and examined how each report of leadership related to aggregated student reports of rule clarity and fairness. I also examined the correlations between all variables to be included in the polynomial regression: principal self-reports of leadership, aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership, school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover. I ran linear regressions with models incorporating each predictor variable (teacher and principal reports of leadership) with each outcome variable (school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover).

Finally, I conducted polynomial regression, which used a more complex regression model incorporating squared and cross-product terms. This approach produced a three-dimensional surface to provide a visual representation of the congruence and incongruence, between predictor variables as they relate to each outcome variable. Polynomial regression also produced the usual regression output including information about the influence of each term in the equation, covariances, and standard errors. The regression output and three-dimensional response surface allowed for analyses of the influence of the slope of the line of perfect agreement, curvature of the line of perfect agreement, slope of the line of incongruence, and curvature of the line of incongruence.
This information allowed for exploration of the third hypothesis – that agreement and disagreement between teachers and principals about principal leadership would lead to different outcomes in school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover. Prior to running the regressions, I examined the shapes of distributions of all variables of interest, including skewness and kurtosis. All variables fell within the acceptable limits of kurtosis and skewness (+/-1) as is commonly accepted in literature and were not transformed for analyses. Multicollinearity was not evident. While principal self-reports of leadership, aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership, school morale, and organizational met all assumptions for tests of significance within regression (linearity, independence, homoscedasticity, and normality), the distribution of teacher turnover was a skewed, as a large portion of schools reported zero turnover, leading to a spike at that point. Traditional transformations could not remedy this issue, and results should be interpreted with caution. Future research using other regression models should be conducted to provide more information about the relation between leadership and turnover in this sample. More explicit data analysis techniques are outlined below.

Polynomial regression with response surface analysis is a popular technique for examining multisource feedback research, particularly to examine self-observer rating discrepancies (Shanock et al., 2010). This approach views congruence not as a single score and instead interprets the effect of congruence as a “three-dimensional surface relating the two components [principal views and teacher views] to the outcome” (Edwards, 2002, p.360). This approach eliminates many of the problems with using traditional difference scores to examine congruity (Edwards, 2002) and has been used by researchers to study self-other agreement (Taylor, Wang, & Zhan, 2012). The dependent
measures used in this analysis include the Morale Scale, the Organization Focus scale completed by teachers, and teacher turnover.

To determine whether congruence between aggregated teacher reports and principal self-reports of leadership predicts morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover, I compared aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership and principal self-reports of leadership using hierarchical polynomial regression procedures. To do this, I entered principal self-ratings, teacher ratings, principal self-ratings squared, teacher-ratings squared, and cross-product of self and other ratings into the model to examine self-other agreement. I then analyzed the generated response surfaces estimated using the polynomial regression coefficients to examine each of the three outcomes of interest – generating three polynomial regression models (Taylor, Wang, & Zhan, 2012) to determine whether higher levels of agreement in ratings of principal leadership style are related to higher school morale, better organizational focus, and lower teacher turnover (more procedural information outlined in the results section).

The three-dimensional surface produced provides information about how two predictors relate to an outcome of interest – in this case how self and teacher reports of principal leadership relate to school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover. Prior to using polynomial regression, certain assumptions must be met (Shanock et al., 2010). First, the two predictor variables must measure the same conceptual domain. Because the assumption of the data is that both reports are measures of principal leadership, this assumption may be met. However, because the instruments used for each reporter are different, it is possible that the conceptual domains measured are different. This is an important limitation and, as such, results about congruence and incongruence
between reporters must be interpreted with caution. Further, leadership is likely a multidimensional construct. The Ohio State Leadership studies identified two major dimensions of leadership: consideration and initiation (Fiedler, 1964), and Gottfredson and Hybl (1987) identified multiple dimensions of leadership. While both measures likely tap into multiple aspects of leadership, they may not each capture the same elements of leadership. A second assumption for polynomial regression is that both predictor variables must be measured on the same scale (Shanock et al., 2010). The two predictor variables in this study were not measured on the same scale. So, I computed the total scores for aggregated teacher-reports and principal self-reports of leadership. Then, I transformed both variables to a standardized scale (z score) to meet this assumption. To make the data more user-friendly, the grand-mean centered z scores were transformed to t scores. These t scores were used for the polynomial regression equations for each predictor and outcome variable.
Chapter 4: Results

Preliminary Results

Descriptive information about each variable of interest was obtained for the sample used in this study. Table 3 shows that there is sufficient variance in the variables of interest, including principal self-reports of leadership, aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership, school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover to study relations among these variables.

Table 3

Descriptive Information of Variables of Interest in This Sample Prior to t-Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Self-Reports of Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated Teacher Reports of Principal Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher reports of School Morale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Reports of Organizational Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Reports of Rule Clarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Reports of Rule Fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Turnover</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After examining the descriptive information for each variable of interest, the hypotheses were tested.
**Hypothesis 1:** Principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership will have only a small positive correlation (< .25).

This hypothesis was supported; principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership were not significantly correlated ($r = .04$, 95% Confidence Interval [-.08 to .17]), indicating that these measures did not capture the same construct.

**Hypothesis 2:** Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership will better predict student reports of rule fairness and rule clarity than will principal self-reports of leadership.

The second hypothesis was also supported. Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership significantly predicted both student-reported rule clarity ($r = .33$, $p < .01$) and student-reported rule fairness ($r = .24$, $p < .01$). Principal self-reports of leadership were not significantly predictive of either student-reported rule clarity ($r = .03$, $p = .67$) or student-reported rule fairness ($r = -.004$, $p = .95$). A test for the difference of two correlations in dependent samples was conducted for each set of correlations using Lee and Preacher’s (2013) online tool. The test indicated significant differences between correlations of reported leadership and rule clarity ($z = 3.27$, $p < .01$) and reported leadership and rule fairness ($z = 2.61$, $p < .01$). These results may indicate that teacher reports of principal leadership are more accurate, or more meaningfully predict other school-related outcomes associated with principal leadership behaviors, than principal self-reports of leadership behavior. Based on this study, teacher reports of principal leadership seem to be a better method for capturing information about the effects of principal leadership.
Hypothesis 3: Higher principal-teacher agreement or congruence on measures of leadership will predict higher school morale, better organizational focus, and lower staff turnover. Discrepancies between self and other reports in which the teachers reported more favorably on principal leadership than principal’s self-reported will relate to better morale and organizational focus and lower staff turnover.

The third hypothesis was partially supported. Raw scores for all variables were first grand-mean centered and then transformed to $t$ scores. These $t$ scores were used for all variables so that scores used the same metric. Linear regressions and polynomial regressions were run to explore whether the more complex equation – with agreement and discrepancy included — added explanation of variability in the outcome variable beyond what was explained by the linear relation alone. Based on Shanock et al.’s (2010) recommendations, descriptive information about the occurrence of discrepancies between principal self-report and teacher reports of principal leadership was explored, using half a standard deviation above or below the standardized score as a measure for discrepancy. Since $t$ scores were used, a difference of five or greater between teacher and principal reports of leadership were considered discrepancies. Findings are presented in Table 4.

Table 4

Frequencies of Self-reported Principal Leadership Levels Over, Under, and In-agreement with Teacher-reported Levels of Principal Leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreement Group</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-report more than .5 SD &gt; teacher-report</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In agreement (within .5 SD)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report more than .5 SD less than teacher-report</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As indicated in Table 4, approximately three-quarters of the reports of leadership were discrepant between reporters, indicating that polynomial regression may be an appropriate analysis to explore how discrepancies (and agreement) between reporters may relate to other outcomes. Correlations between all variables to be included in the polynomial regression were run to understand the strength of the relation between them. The correlations between aggregated teacher reports of leadership and principal self-reports of leadership with each of the three variables of interest indicated that aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership were significantly correlated with all three variables, while principal self-reports of leadership were not (see Table 5).

Table 5

Correlations Between Teacher-reported and Principal Self-reported Leadership with Morale, Organizational Focus, and Teacher Turnover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Principal Self-reported Leadership</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Teacher-reported Leadership</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Morale</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.81**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Organizational Focus</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.81**</td>
<td>.84**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Teacher Turnover</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>-.15*</td>
<td>-.13*</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( p < .05 \)
** \( p < .01 \)

In addition to running and interpreting polynomial regression, linear regressions were run for each of the three outcome variables, using models with both predictor variables included. Linear and polynomial regression models are presented for each outcome variable below.
The polynomial regression equation is as follows: 

\[ Z = b_0 + b_1X + b_2Y + b_3X^2 + B_4XY + B_5Y^2 + e, \]

where \( Z \) is the dependent variable, \( X \) is principal self-reports of leadership, and \( Y \) is aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership. To conduct these analyses, the square of each predictor and the cross-product of the two predictor values (all centered on 50 with SD = 10) was used, and the regression equation was run in SPSS using syntax outlined by Shanock et al. (2010). The results from the polynomial regression including unstandardized regression coefficients, standard errors, and covariances, were used to create a polynomial regression surface by creating a points-to-plot chart and using those points to create a three-dimensional response surface. These results also provided calculations for the slope of the line of perfect agreement, the curvature for the line of perfect agreement, the slope of the line of incongruence, and the curvature of the line of incongruence (see note below Table 7 for further information).

The response surface provided a visual representation of the three-dimensional relation between each of the two predictors on the outcome variable, as well as the effect of agreement and disagreement between the two predictor variables on the outcome variable. The data and visual produced by the polynomial regression allowed for exploration and interpretation of three types of results: first, how agreement between reporters relates to each outcome, second, how the degree of discrepancy between reporters relates to each outcome, and finally, how the direction of discrepancy relates to each outcome. I explored these elements related to all three outcomes – school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover – using Shanock et al.’s (2010) procedure to explore the polynomial regression, produce a response surface, and examine agreement and discrepancy between reporters. The regression results and the points-to-plot chart
also provided additional information to analyze the influence of each predictor variable and equation component on the outcome variable, as well as the level of each outcome variable at different ratings of the predictor variables.

**School Morale**

Principal self-reports and aggregated teacher reports of leadership were used in a stepwise linear regression model to determine how well each predicted school morale. The results are reported in Table 6. The model was statistically significant $F(2, 260) = 251.62, p < .01$, and accounted for approximately 66% of the variance in school morale ($R^2 = .66, \text{Adjusted } R^2 = .66$). However, while the full model with both predictors was significant, adding principal self-reports of leadership to a model with just aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership did not account for a significant change in the model fit ($F \text{ change} = .00, p > .90$), indicating that aggregated teacher reports of leadership alone predicted about 66% of the variance in school morale.

Table 6

Linear Regression of School Morale on Aggregated Teacher Reports of Leadership and Principal Self-reports of Leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Teacher reports of school morale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>9.36 (2.53)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal self-reports of leadership (self-report)</td>
<td>.001 (.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership (teacher report)</td>
<td>.812 (.04)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.66**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Indicates significance at the .01 level

My polynomial regression results indicated no significant influence of agreement or discrepancy between reporters on predicting teacher perceptions of school morale (see Table 7). The overall model was significant and accounted for approximately 68% of the
variance, only slightly more than the linear model. Though results were not significant, the response surface showed a trend of highest morale in cases where aggregated teacher reports of leadership were highest, and lowest morale when aggregated teacher reports of leadership were lowest (see Figure 2). This was confirmed by the points-to-plot chart (see Appendix 7). Notably, there was a point of particularly low morale where principal self-reports of leadership were at the mean and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership were one standard deviation above the mean. This point aligned with a dip for each of the outcome variables present. Though no results were significant, visual inspection of the response surface shows that the Y-axis (aggregated teacher reports of leadership) appears to have a much steeper slope in relation to the Z-axis (morale) than the X-axis (principal self-reports of leadership). This indicates that aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership alone are more predictive and have a larger effect on school morale ratings than principal self-reports of leadership, which is supported by the correlations and linear regression results.

Table 7

Regression Results of Principal Self-reports and Aggregated Teacher Reports of Leadership Discrepancy as Predictor of School Morale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Teacher reports of school morale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>24.9 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal self-reports of leadership (self-report)</td>
<td>.31 (.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership (teacher report)</td>
<td>-.21 (.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report * teacher report</td>
<td>.002 (.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report * self-report</td>
<td>-.004 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher report * teacher report</td>
<td>.01(.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>.675 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface tests

\( a_1 \)       \( .10 (.49) \)  

(table continues)
\[ a_2 = .01(.01) \]
\[ a_3 = .52(.42) \]
\[ a_4 = .004(.01) \]

\( N = 262 \)

** Indicates significance at the .01 level

\( a_1 = \) slope of the line of perfect agreement between self-reports and teacher reports of leadership as related to school morale = \( b_1 \) (self-report) + \( b_2 \) (teacher report)

\( a_2 = \) curvature along the line of perfect agreement as related to school morale = \( b_3 \) (self-report squared) + \( b_4 \) (self-report * teacher report) + \( b_5 \) (teacher report squared)

\( a_3 = \) slope of the line of incongruence as related to school morale = \( b_1 - b_2 \)

\( a_4 = \) curvature along the line of incongruence as related to school morale = \( b_3 - b_4 + b_5 \)

**Figure 2.** School Morale as Predicted by Teacher-reported and Principal Self-reported Leadership Discrepancy
Organizational Focus

A stepwise linear regression model was run with aggregated teacher reports and principal self-reports of leadership to determine how well each predicted organizational focus. The results are reported in Table 8. The model was statistically significant $F (2, 260) = 252.76, p < .01$, and accounted for approximately 66% of the variance in organizational focus ($R^2 = .66$, Adjusted $R^2 = .66$). Though the full model with both predictors was significant, adding principal self-reports of leadership to a model with aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership alone did not account for a significant change in the model fit ($F$ change = .87, $p > .30$), and aggregated teacher reports of leadership alone predicted about 66% of the variance in organizational focus.

Table 8

Linear Regression Results of Organizational Focus on Aggregated Teacher Reports of Leadership and Principal Self-reports of Leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Teacher reports of organizational focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.79 (2.53)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal self-reports of leadership (self-report)</td>
<td>.03 (.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership (teacher report)</td>
<td>.81 (.04)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.66**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** $p < .01$

My polynomial regression explored organizational focus as predicted by agreement or discrepancy between aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership and principal self-reports of leadership. The overall model was significant and accounted for approximately 67% of the variance. This polynomial regression produced one significant result (See Table 9) for the curvature along the line of perfect agreement between
principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership, indicating that the line of perfect agreement is non-linear. The resulting value of the curvature on the line of agreement was positive, indicating that the line of perfect agreement as it relates to organizational focus is concave (positive and upward curving). Because the line of agreement is non-linear, organizational focus may increase or decrease more sharply as reports of leadership behavior become lower or higher from a given point along the line of agreement. No other statistically significant results related to agreement or discrepancy between reports of leadership were found. However, when visually examining the resulting response surface, higher levels of organizational focus appeared where both teachers and principals indicate the highest levels of principal leadership, and consistently lower levels of organizational focus where aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership are at the lowest level. However, the lowest point level of organizational focus is found at a point where principal self-reports of leadership are average ($t = 50$) and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership are one standard deviation above average ($t = 60$). As it was for school morale, this response surface appears to indicate that teacher reports of principal leadership relate more closely to organizational focus scores than principal self-reports, based on the change in the slope of the surface along the $y$-axis, compared to the change in slope along the $x$-axis (See Figure 3). This finding is supported by the correlations and linear regression results, which indicate that aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership better predict organizational focus.
**Table 9**

*Regression Results of Principal Self-reports and Aggregated Teacher Reports of Leadership Discrepancy as Predictor of Organizational Focus*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Teacher reports of organizational focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>31.0 (11.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal self-reports of leadership (self-report)</td>
<td>-.08 (.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership (teacher report)</td>
<td>-.11 (.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self –report * teacher report</td>
<td>.002 (.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report * self-report</td>
<td>.0004 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher report * teacher report</td>
<td>.01(.003)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.671 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Surface tests**

| $a_1$  | -.19(.49) |
| $a_2$  | .01(.01)* |
| $a_3$  | .03(.42)  |
| $a_4$  | .01(.01)  |

N = 262

**p < .01

$a_1$ = slope of the line of perfect agreement between self-reports and teacher reports of leadership as related to organizational focus = $b_1$ (self-report) + $b_2$ (teacher report)

$a_2$ = curvature along the line of perfect agreement as related to organizational focus = $b_3$ (self-report squared) + $b_4$ (self-report * teacher report) + $b_5$ (teacher report squared)

$a_3$ = slope of the line of incongruence as related to organizational focus = $b_1$ – $b_2$

$a_4$ = curvature along the line of incongruence as related to organizational focus = $b_3$– $b_4$+$b_5$
Figure 3. Organizational Focus as Predicted by Teacher-reported and Principal Self-reported Leadership Discrepancy
**Teacher Turnover**

Principal self-reports and aggregated teacher reports of leadership were used in a stepwise linear regression model to determine how well each predicted teacher turnover. The results are reported in Table 10. The model was statistically significant $F (2, 247) = 4.50, p < .05$, but accounted for only about 3% of the variance in teacher turnover ($R^2 = .04$, Adjusted $R^2 = .03$). The full model with both predictors was significant, but adding principal self-reports of leadership to a model with just aggregated teacher reports did not account for a significant change in the fit of the model ($F_{\text{change}} = 3.11, p = .08$), and aggregated teacher reports of leadership alone predicted about 2% of the variance in teacher turnover. Notably, the regression model was inappropriate for this variable, due to its distribution and shape, and all results should be interpreted with caution.

Table 10

*Linear Regression Results of Teacher Turnover on Aggregated Teacher Reports of Leadership and Principal Self-reports of Leadership*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Teacher reports of organizational focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>52.18 (4.41)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal self-reports of leadership (self-report)</td>
<td>.11 (.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership (teacher report)</td>
<td>-.16 (.06)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2 = .03^*$

* $p < .05$
** $p < .01$

The polynomial regression exploring teacher turnover as predicted by agreement or discrepancy between aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership and principal self-reports of leadership was significant and accounted for approximately 5% of the variance. The polynomial regression produced significant results for the slope along the
line of incongruence or perfect disagreement. The resulting value for the slope along the line of incongruence or perfect disagreement was significant and positive (See Table 11). This indicates that teacher turnover is higher when the direction of the discrepancy between reporters is such that principal self-reports of leadership are higher than aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership, compared to teacher turnover in cases where aggregated teacher reports are higher than principal self-reports of leadership. So, when principal self-reports of leadership behavior are higher than teacher reports of leadership behavior, it more greatly influences teacher turnover than when teachers rate principal leadership more highly than principals rate themselves. Visual examination of the response surface indicates that teacher turnover is lowest at a point where principal self-reports of leadership are average and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership are one standard deviation above average (See Figure 4), and this was confirmed by the points-to-plot chart (see Appendix 7). Again, it is important to note that these results should be interpreted with caution. In the case of teacher turnover, the regression model was inappropriate and an alternative regression model may better explain the relation between turnover and leadership.
Table 11

Regression Results of Principal Self-reports and Aggregated Teacher Reports of Leadership Discrepancy as Predictor of Teacher Turnover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Teacher Turnover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>60.73 (20.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal self-reports of leadership (self-report)</td>
<td>.60 (.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership (teacher report)</td>
<td>-1.02 (.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report * teacher report</td>
<td>.007 (.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report * self-report</td>
<td>-.008 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher report * teacher report</td>
<td>.006 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.05 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Surface tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$a_1$</th>
<th>-.42 (.87)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>.00 (.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>1.61 (.72)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>-.01 (.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*N = 262

*p < .05

$a_1$ = slope of the line of perfect agreement between self-reports and teacher reports of leadership as related to organizational focus = $b_1$ (self-report) + $b_2$ (teacher report)

$a_2$ = curvature along the line of perfect agreement as related to organizational focus = $b_3$ (self-report squared) + $b_4$ (self-report * teacher report) + $b_5$ (teacher report squared)

$a_3$ = slope of the line of incongruence as related to organizational focus = $b_1$ – $b_2$

$a_4$ = curvature along the line of incongruence as related to organizational focus = $b_3$ – $b_4$ + $b_5$
Figure 4. Teacher Turnover as Predicted by Teacher-reported and Principal Self-reported Leadership Discrepancy
Chapter 5: Discussion

The study explored the relation between principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership, and how those reports and agreement or disagreement between reports relate to school characteristics, including school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover.

The first question explored to what degree principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership were related. Based on research on the relation between supervisor and supervisee reports of leadership, I hypothesized that the reports would have only a small, positive correlation ($r < .25$). To evaluate this hypothesis, I ran a correlation between the two reports. My hypothesis was supported with a small, positive, nonsignificant correlation between principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership ($r = .04$, 95% CI [-.08 to .17]).

This finding is supported by research exploring agreement between teacher and principal reports as well as research exploring supervisor and supervisee ratings of supervisor behavior. Research by Stone, Astor, and Benbenishty (2009) found small, positive correlations between teacher and principal ratings of school violence and victimization ($r = .15$). Kelley, Thronton, and Daugherty (2005) explored agreement between teacher and principal reports of leadership behavior and found that the correlation between reports was approximately zero. Conway and Huffcutt (1997) explored correlations between self-other ratings of job performance and found low correlations ranging from .14 to .22. Harris and Schaubroek (1988) conducted a meta-analysis of seventy studies of peer-supervisor ratings of job performance and found low correlations between ratings. Heidemeier and Moser (2009) also found small positive
correlations between self and subordinate ratings. The similarity between these results and previous study results indicate similarities between teacher and principal ratings and those of other supervisor-subordinate raters.

The small, nonsignificant correlation between reports in this sample can be interpreted in a few ways. Because teachers and principals rated principal leadership using different measures, that difference may account for the discrepant results. However, since previous research supports this small correlation between supervisor-supervisee reports, it may not fully explain the difference between reports. Self-reports and other-reports of leadership may not measure the same underlying construct. Thus, teacher reports of principal leadership may capture a different construct than principal self-reports of leadership. Finally, this difference may be due to differences in reliability of an assessment based on a single versus many reporters. An assessment based on a single reporter is bound to be unreliable as a measure of a school-level construct, in this case principal leadership. Previous research seems to support this as an explanation for the difference, if accurate reports are expected to predict outcomes likely tied to leadership. A number of studies have found that self-ratings are frequently inflated and not predictive of performance (Atwater & Yammarino, 1992; Dunning, Heath, & Sula, 2004). Since other-reports of leadership better predict performance, they may be considered a more useful, if not more reliable, source of information about leadership or behavior than self-reports. The second question explored the assumption, examining the predictive validity of each set of ratings.

The second research question assessed how principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership relate to school outcomes. To
avoid confounds created by single-reporter bias, this question was explored using
student-rated outcomes – rule clarity and rule fairness. Rules are often established from
the top down, meaning that principals play a big role in deciding and enforcing rules. As
such, ratings of rule clarity and fairness are likely related to principal leadership. Based
on research outlined previously, I hypothesized that aggregated teacher reports of
principal leadership would better predict rule clarity and fairness than principal self-
reports of leadership (Atwater & Yammarino, 1992; Dunning, Heath, & Sula, 2004). This
hypothesis was supported by my results. The correlations between aggregated teacher
reports of principal leadership and rule clarity and fairness were .33 (p < .01) and .24 (p <
.01) respectively. Contrasting, the correlations between principal self-reports of
leadership and rule clarity and fairness were .03 (p > .70) and -.004 (p > .90). A test for
the difference between correlations indicated a significant difference between both pairs
of correlations.

The results of this analysis support the interpretation that teacher ratings of
principal leadership have more predictive utility than principals’ self-ratings of
leadership. Though this analysis focused only on student-reported rule clarity and
fairness, similar results may be found for other outcomes. Based on this limited
examination, it seems that teacher ratings of principal leadership and other school factors
may be more accurate predictors of and more closely related to school outcomes or
characteristics than principal self-reports of leadership. This result supports using teacher
reports rather than principal reports when evaluating schools. Principal self-reports of
leadership or principal reports of school factors may not be dependable in capturing
information valuable in predicting important school outcomes.
The final research questions explored how agreement or disagreement between principal self-reports and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership relate to a variety of school outcomes, including school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover. Correlations between the five variables of interest were calculated to explore the strength of the relations between variables. Correlations demonstrated aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership were significantly related to measures of school morale ($r = .81, p < .01$), organizational focus ($r = .81, p < .01$), and teacher turnover ($r = .15, p < .05$). In contrast, principal self-reports of leadership were not significantly related to any of these outcomes. Notably, the correlations between all teacher-reported variables were very high. The correlation between aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership and school morale was .81, as was the correlation between aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership and organizational focus; the correlation between school morale and organizational focus was .84. With correlations this high, one might argue that these measures are all tapping into the same construct. Though the measures ask different questions, it is possible that all three are capturing an underlying construct that overlaps with each measure, such as attitudes toward school or general feelings toward the school. There may be little distinction between teacher ratings of principal leadership, teacher ratings of school morale, and teacher ratings of organizational focus, and it is clear that these three school-related variables are closely intertwined. The Effective School Battery (Gottfredson, 1984) was the source for many of the scale analyzed in this study, and included them in a broad section of “school climate” measures. Based on the strong correlations between variables, it is possible that school climate is the broader umbrella construct that encapsulates all of these more focused scales and school
characteristics. Further research may explore the differences and similarities between these variables and underlying constructs that may capture all of these elements.

The questions raised by the third hypothesis were further analyzed using polynomial regression. First, I explored how much disagreement there was between reporters and found that about 75% of the reports disagreed. Knowing there was significant discrepancy between reporters, I explored the relationship between agreement, disagreement, and each of the three variables. Linear regressions were explored for each of the three outcome variables using both predictors. All three regressions were significant at the .05 level, though the regression model may not have been appropriate for teacher turnover. The regressions for school morale and organizational focus demonstrated that a regression with both predictors explained more than 65% of the variance in each outcome. However, aggregated teacher reports alone accounted for most of that predictive utility, and adding principal self-reports to a model with just teacher reports of leadership did not significantly improve the model. This finding is expected based on the correlations found between variables, and supports the idea that teacher reports of leadership are likely more predictive of school outcomes than other reports. However, it is important to note that both school morale and organizational focus suffer from method variance, as teachers reported on all three variables (school morale, organizational focus, and principal leadership). While this is the case, the large amount of variance predicted is likely more than would be expected if this was simply an artifact of one reporter reporting on multiple measures. Further, the principal reports add virtually nothing to the model, indicating that principal self-perceptions of leadership are unrelated to teacher reports of school morale or organizational focus. As these characteristics may
be tied to job satisfaction, performance, and turnover, it is important to understand what predicts each and how they might be intervened on. Improving leadership (as perceived by teachers) may be an appropriate target to improve these school characteristics, and in turn, other school outcomes.

The linear regression for teacher turnover was also significant, but the model with both predictor variables (teacher reports and principal self-reports of leadership) predicted only about 3% of the variance in teacher turnover, indicating that other variables contribute to differences in teacher turnover. In this case, adding principal self-reports to the model did not significantly improve the fit of the model above aggregated teacher reports alone, but did improve the fit slightly. This was unexpected as research indicates that teacher turnover is closely related to principal leadership. However, as noted previously, this regression model was inappropriate for the turnover variable used. The results and interpretations should be considered with caution, and future research should use other regression models to explore the relation between teacher turnover and principal leadership.

In addition to the regression model being inappropriate, the small amount of variance accounted for by these predictors may be related to the metric used to capture teacher turnover. This study used a ratio measure to capture teacher turnover, which examined the change in full time teachers from one year to the next. While this does capture change in teachers, it does not account for the reason for this change. Teachers may have been fired, quit, or otherwise transitioned due to structural school changes (including lower or higher budgets), any of which would have been included in the turnover rate. The breadth of types of turnover included in this measure may have
influenced the results, but it is hard to interpret due to the methodological problems of the regression model used to explore this variable. Effective leaders may fire more ineffectual teachers, which would mean higher turnover by this measure. Moreover, schools with turnaround principals may engage in structural changes, which could also account for a change in the number of teachers. A teacher turnover measure that included only those teachers that quit may better capture the effect of leadership on turnover.

Polynomial regression was used to explore the influence of agreement or disagreement between principal and teacher reports of leadership. Agreement or disagreement between principal self-reports of leadership and aggregated teacher reports of leadership demonstrated little relation to school morale or organizational focus, and did not add much predictive utility beyond the linear regression models. For each outcome variable examined, aggregated teacher reports of leadership were more important in predicting changes in reports of school morale or organizational focus than were principal self-reports of leadership. In examining the polynomial regression surface and points-to-plot table, the slope of school morale and organizational focus changes more drastically along the axis related to aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership, whereas the slope is nearly flat along the line of principal self-reports of leadership. Notably, the ratings of organizational focus and school morale dipped at the point where principals self-reports of leadership were average where aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership were one standard deviation above average. This result carried through all three regressions, though it is unclear why.

Previous research indicates that self-other agreement between reporters on measures of leadership relates to important outcomes including job satisfaction and
performance (Fleenor et al., 2010; Szell & Henderson, 1997). The difference between this result and previous findings may be due to a number of factors. First, teachers rated school morale and organizational focus. Accordingly, it makes sense that aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership would be more predictive of other teacher-rated variables like school morale and organizational focus than principal reports. As the first result demonstrates, principal self-reports and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership are not correlated. Thus, we might expect that agreement or disagreement between reports may not be very predictive of other outcomes. Though the stronger predictive power of aggregated teacher reports of leadership may be accounted for by method variance (single-rater bias), the result from the second research question seems to indicate that this difference may not be wholly explained by single-rater bias. As stated before, aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership may be more accurate in capturing actual principal leadership and is certainly more predictive of some school outcomes and characteristics. It makes sense that these reports better predict school outcomes likely tied to principal leadership – such as school morale or organizational focus – than principal self-reports of leadership.

The other school outcome explored through polynomial regression was teacher turnover. This was included because teacher turnover is an important issue in schools. Also, in this case, teacher turnover was an objective measure calculated by exploring the change in the number of teachers over the course of a year. This variable eliminated the single-rater bias and used an objective measure as opposed to a subjective rating. The results of this analysis were different from the results of the other two outcomes. One result was significant: the slope along the line of perfect disagreement or incongruence.
The results for the slope along the line of incongruence indicated that when principal self-reports of leadership behavior are higher than teacher reports of leadership behavior, it more greatly influences teacher turnover than when teachers rate principal leadership more highly than principals rate themselves.

The polynomial regression surface showed that teacher turnover is lowest when principal self-reports of leadership are average and aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership are one standard deviation above average, as indicated in the other two polynomial regressions. This was found in all three response surfaces. However, the trend was more pronounced in this result. When interpreting turnover results, it is important to consider the metric of turnover. In this study, the measure used to calculate teacher turnover was a ratio of new teachers to total teachers. However, the number did not appear to account for whether new teachers were hired to replace teachers who left or because additional positions became open. Additionally, for teachers who left the school, it is unclear whether they left because they quit, were fired, or transitioned into a different position. The results of this analysis, with teacher turnover lowest at an “average” principal rating, may be related to teacher turnover including teachers who both left voluntarily and were fired. For example, principals being more highly rated may increase teachers’ desire to stay in a school, but good principals may also be more likely to fire incompetent or inadequate teachers – leading to higher turnover rates. Likewise, the poorest rated principals may be least likely to fire inadequate teachers but their poor leadership may result in more teachers quitting, leading to nearly equivalent rates of teacher turnover for the highest rated and lowest rated principals. The principals rated in
the average range may be those with enough skills to encourage teachers to stay, but who are less likely to fire incompetent faculty.

The results of the turnover regressions should be interpreted with caution. This variable did not fit the assumptions for regression. The shape of this variable indicated that there was a spike at the “zero turnover” level, but that the rest of the data were more normally distributed. Because zero was included, traditional transformations (e.g., log transformations) did not improve the interpretability of these results. Further research must be conducted to examine the relation between ratings of principal leadership and different types of teacher turnover using alternative regression models.

Though this study does not allow conclusions to be made about the objective accuracy of either reporter, the utility of each is clear. While principal self-reports of leadership did not strongly relate or significantly predict any outcome, aggregated teacher reports of principal leadership related to important school characteristics. Whether this reflects underlying differences in teacher and principal views of leadership, or difficulties in self-reporting behavior, teacher reports of leadership are the better option when measuring leadership and predicting its effects on school outcomes.

**Limitations**

This study is limited in a few ways. First, there is no manipulation of participants and therefore causal inferences will not be justified. The sample included public schools from across the United States and rural schools appeared a bit overrepresented in the sample. However, with the analyses of interest in this study, this was not an area of major concern. The relations between variables were expected to be the same across public schools, and the variables all showed sufficient variability to be included in analysis.
The data used for this study are from the 1990s and may not fully capture the current educational climate and demands placed on leadership. Since these data were collected, major shifts occurred that influenced federal education policy, including No Child Left Behind and the Blueprint for Reform, which emphasize evaluation, student outcomes, and school leadership. These changes may place increasing demands on leadership, which may influence the relation among variables of interest in this study. Future research is needed to see whether the results of this study hold true in today’s educational environment.

The measures utilized in this study may not adequately capture the constructs they attempt to represent, particularly for the teacher and principal surveys of leadership. In part, however, the purpose of this study is to examine the construct validity and see if there is a fair amount of agreement among raters. If not, it is important to see which of these raters better predicts school outcomes likely related to principal leadership. The teacher and principal reports of leadership surveys explored do not include the same questions. Therefore, the comparison will not be a one-to-one contrast of different ratings on the same items. This introduces some difficulty in interpreting the reasons for a lack of agreement between reporters. On the one hand, principals may over or under-report certain aspects of their leadership; on the other hand, the differences may indicate that the questions asked are measuring different constructs. This study does not allow conclusions about which explanation better accounts for the differences between reports. Another issue of construct validity relates to measures of school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover as these serve as the main dependent variables in this study. Though the surveys used may not perfectly measure these constructs, the reliabilities reported suggest
that these are adequate measures of something. Furthermore, in the initial study conducted by Gottfredson et al. (2002), analyses indicated that the survey results predicted what they were expected to predict in most cases, which supports the idea that these are adequate measures of school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover.

**Merits of Study**

Despite these limitations, this study has merits. The data used provided a large sample to provide important, meaningful results. Utilizing the polynomial regression approach to examine self-other agreement and the relationship between congruence in reports of principal leadership style and school outcomes alleviates many of the issues with using traditional difference score comparisons. It enhances interpretability of the results, which should increase the statistical validity of my conclusions for this study.

The first two questions of my study are simple, but important. Understanding whether teacher reports and principal self-reports of leadership are highly correlated (i.e. agree) provides important insight into the construct validity of these measures. With growing interest in principal leadership behavior and a movement toward recognizing principals as the important factor in changing school performance, research on and with principals is bound to increase. To ensure that such research is useful, efficient, and effective, it is important to understand the utility of different measures and strategies for approaching principal-based research. While the first research question addressed whether teachers and principals agree on measures of principal leadership, the second question assessed the predictive validity of each report. Teacher reports are significantly better predictors of an outcome likely related to leadership behavior – rule clarity and fairness –, which lends credence to the idea that teachers are more accurate reporters of
leadership behavior and supports the notion that teacher reports of leadership have more predictive utility. This is important to consider for future research, when analyzing research, and when reading the numerous reports coming out on ‘turnaround principals’ or transformational school leaders. Much of this research is based on observations by a single researcher using qualitative methods. Given the clear prospect that measures of schools based on the reports of a single observer are unreliable, much of this research is of questionable value.

Finally, the third piece of this study applies a methodology seemingly underutilized in school research to examine the effect of congruence between reporters on important school outcomes. Organizational research indicates that supervisor-supervisee congruence, or agreement, is tied to improved performance, higher organizational commitment, and increased job satisfaction. Little research has examined principal-teacher agreement in this way. As mentioned previously, polynomial regression provides a stronger approach for looking at differences in reports between individuals. This particular study examined how principal-teacher agreement relates to outcomes. The influence of agreement and disagreement about principal leadership in this study were underwhelming. However, this study provided a useful comparison to organizational research and the findings were somewhat unexpected. Teacher reports were much better predictors of all outcomes explored compared to principal self-reports. This may tap into discrepancies between conceptualizations of leadership or a lack of self-awareness among principals. It also indicates that the relationship between the supervisor and supervisee in schools may be different from other organizations and should be further explored. These results highlight some potential areas for future changes to principal training programs –
including more emphasis on understanding what teachers value in a leader and increasing leader self-awareness. Beyond that, this provides a framework for using polynomial regression in schools – a place notorious for disagreement between reporters. It sets the stage for future research using this method in a way that may be able to explore the problems with and outcomes of disagreement between reporters on any number of school-related issues, including student and teacher evaluations.

This research assessed whether congruence between principal and teacher reports of principal leadership style predicts school morale, organizational focus, and teacher turnover. These three factors are all crucial to school outcomes. Congruence seemed far less important than teacher perceptions of principal leadership. As such, interventions targeting increased understanding of teacher perceptions and conceptualizations of good leadership may be appropriate for schools with low morale and high turnover. Further, the identification of the high intercorrelations between teacher reports of school outcomes like school morale, organizational focus, and principal leadership, indicates that improving one may improve the other. An underlying factor, like school climate, may account for teacher perceptions of many school-related issues. Understanding and intervening on that underlying factor may also be useful in schools with low teacher morale, high turnover, or low work satisfaction.

Though this study cannot point to specific causes related to principal leadership or the outcomes examined, it provides information regarding the predictive validity of principal and teacher reports of principal leadership. Most educational researchers agree that principals are key figures in determining many school outcomes: from individual student performance, to school climate, to teacher turnover, to the integrity of
implemented treatment programs for students. This research indicates that measuring principal leadership by self-report is inadequate when exploring the relationship between leadership and important school outcomes. Principal leadership measures are often used to explore the effect of principal leadership on other school outcomes – like school morale. Recognizing that self-reports are not effective may improve research on schools and school leadership. Finally, organizational research indicates that effective leaders are generally more self-aware – demonstrating more congruence between their self-reports of behavior and the reports of their subordinates. Self-awareness is also emphasized in conceptualizations of transformational leadership, authentic leadership, and emotionally intelligent leadership – all current trends in leadership training. However, this study seems to indicate that congruence (or self-awareness) was not a major factor in influencing school outcomes. This study highlights the importance of further research into understanding how to operationalize, measure, and create effective school leadership.

**Implications for Future Research and Practice**

As noted, one of the limitations of this study was the age of the data used. Future research may focus on conducting similar analyses with current data on principal and teacher reports of leadership. Because the teacher and principal reports of leadership were not assessed using the same measure, a direct comparison of these two reports is difficult to interpret. Future research may contrast teacher and principal reports of leadership using the same items administered to both sets of raters. This would allow better interpretations of agreement and disagreement between reporters and allow for a more nuanced understanding of the differences in self vs. other reports of leadership. It would
also allow a more direct comparison to research using self-other agreement in other fields, such as organizational psychology, where analyses are conducted on the same sets of items completed by different raters. It may be valuable to explore how principals and teachers conceptualize principal leadership differently. Perhaps the underlying views of leadership differ. While principal reports were not predictive of outcomes explored in this study, their views of leadership may predict other school outcomes not explored here. Understanding the value and utility of teacher and principal reports of leadership may help shape future research and have policy implications for how schools are assessed and school outcomes measured.

As noted, all teacher-reported factors were highly intercorrelated. Future research should explore the differences between these constructs and whether an underlying factor accounts for the large degree of relatedness between teacher ratings of school characteristics. If an umbrella factor, such as teacher attitudes towards school, school climate, or feelings of work satisfaction accounts for a substantial portion of each of these variables, it may be a more useful target for research and intervention than any of these variables alone. However, it may also be the case that by improving one of the variables (e.g., teacher perceptions of school leadership) other variables also change (e.g., teacher perceptions of school morale and organizational focus). This is an important consideration for school improvement plans, particularly for improving school climate or culture.

Finally, based on these results, principal training programs may benefit from using teachers’ input to provide guidance on what they interpret as good leadership.
Teacher evaluations of principals may be valuable teaching tools and may help provide information about where to intervene on leadership and what principal skill’s need work.
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Appendix 1: Key Background Article from Literature Review – Summary Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) Name (Year)</th>
<th>Broad Topic</th>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>Method &amp; Relevant Findings</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Federation of Teachers (1997)</td>
<td>Teacher job satisfaction</td>
<td>National Report</td>
<td>Large scale survey of American teachers (Schools and Staffing Survey 93-94); administrative support and leadership, student behavior, school atmosphere and teacher autonomy related to teacher satisfaction</td>
<td>Older survey, results based on limited measures for each construct – focus on breadth rather than depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwater &amp; Yammarino (1992)</td>
<td>Self-other agreement on leadership</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Examined whether self-awareness – agreement between self and other leadership ratings – predicts performance of naval academy students (n=91) and naval officers (n=158); found that self-ratings are often inflated and that self-other agreements are often not in agreement; leader behavior highly, positively related to performance for those who were self-aware but not for over-estimators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borman &amp; Dowling (2008)</td>
<td>Teacher attrition &amp; retention</td>
<td>Meta-analysis &amp; Review</td>
<td>Searched literature for articles relating to characteristics of teachers</td>
<td>Cannot examine long-term longitudinal data, but rather attrition rates from one year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
who enter, remain in, or leave the profession as well as articles about school characteristics, compensation policies, and pre-service and in-service policies related to teacher retention; found that teacher characteristics including gender, age, marital status, and teaching qualifications were related to attrition, as were school characteristics including size, location, support networks, administrative leadership, teacher salary, and instructional spending to the next; focus on breadth rather than depth of information, ratings based on different types of measurement with little information on the psychometric properties of measures used

<p>| Boyd et al. (2010) | Administrator effect on retention | Survey study | Explored first-year teachers’ assessments of school contextual factors and the relationship between these factors and teacher attrition; survey of 4,360 first-year teachers in NYC; created six measures of school contextual factors (teacher influence, administration, staff relations, students, facilities, and safety); found that in full model with all school contextual | Limited sample of first-year teachers in NYC, which may limit generalizability of findings; unclear what aspects of administrative support are important; used responses of one set of teachers to predict outcomes of other teachers in the same school, rather than exploring the actual retention of the teachers who did the reporting; did not explore impacts of being a first-year teacher on perceptions of |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (Year)</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Church (1997)</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Explored differences in self-awareness (congruence between self and direct reports' ratings) in 134 high and 47 average-performing managers; found that high performing managers were more self-aware regardless of data source or organization. May have insufficient power to detect significant differences among the sub-samples (female vs. male high performers), moderators weren't examined; unclear if high performers became more self aware or whether self awareness resulted in high performance based on study design.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church (2000)</td>
<td>Validation Study</td>
<td>Examined prior performance and daily behaviors of 76 senior managers in global health organization and ratings from 308 direct reports, 291 peers, 71 supervisors; found that self-other behavior rating correlations were far lower than other rater comparisons; higher performing managers were rated higher by direct reports, peers, and supervisors (though supervisors rated higher across the board, higher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**
- **Teacher Retention:** Administration significantly predicts teacher retention after controlling for school and teacher characteristics.
- **School Factors:** Correlations between school factors and teacher retention were not significant.
ratings from direct reports predicted more positive climate; though self-direct report ratings didn’t differ by performance group (high vs. low), there was a difference by performance and awareness of climate as well as a significantly greater proportion of higher performers comprising the accurate higher behaving group when data examined using four group categorical approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conway &amp; Huffcutt (1997)</td>
<td>Multisource Performance Ratings</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis</td>
<td>Meta-analysis explored the interrater reliabilities between raters of job performance; found low between source rating correlations, particularly self-other ratings with correlations ranging from .14 to .22</td>
<td>Study was on more general supervisor-supervisee relationships as opposed to teacher-principal ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards (2002)</td>
<td>Polynomial Regression</td>
<td>Statistical Method Overview</td>
<td>Outlines the problems in using difference scores and argues for the use of polynomial regression as a replacement to traditional difference scores; polynomial regression allows for comprehensive test of complex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleenor, Smither, Atwar, Braddy, and Sturm (2010)</td>
<td>Self-other agreement on leadership</td>
<td>Literature Review</td>
<td>Reviews literature on self-other agreement; report discrepancies in research due to varied metrics to measure leadership and the importance of understanding relationship between self-other agreement and predictors/outcomes; focuses on models of agreement, factors affecting congruence between self-other ratings, correlates of agreement, and data analytic techniques (including polynomial regression)</td>
<td>Broad review, no specific information for criteria in choosing or evaluating articles or reports included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gottfredson (1993)</td>
<td>Important aspects of principal jobs; development of measure used</td>
<td>Job/Task analysis inventory</td>
<td>Principals in a national sample of schools completed a structured task analysis inventory and reported what they considered to be the most important aspects of their jobs; important job functions included serving as supervisors of others; Based purely on feedback from principals, little information regarding what roles were related to ‘better’ principals – though this was used as a leadership behavior measure in National Survey of Delinquency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gottfredson (1994)</td>
<td>Traits of good principals</td>
<td>Measure development</td>
<td>Examined the utility of a simple biographical checklist to identify outstanding school principals; principals tend to fall within the Social Enterprising Investigative (SEI) Holland’s occupational classification code; as such, indicators of those dimensions were used to create biodata items, along with items reflecting prior recognition for a leadership task, and items related to initiative or energy; utilized sample of general principals, outstanding principal nominees and nationally</td>
<td>Low response rates, only used brief checklist and the sample distinguished outstanding principals based purely on judgments of nominators or committees who awarded recognition, used extreme groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gottfredson et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Distinguished principals; found that the checklist was successful in distinguishing outstanding principals from others</td>
<td>Delinquency and Other Prevention Programs in Schools, Grant-supported, Survey Study</td>
<td>Large-scale survey; found that a number of factors influence successful program implementation including organizational capacity (staff turnover, unpredictability in roles, school morale), leadership and staff traits, and organizational support. Correlational in nature, overall low response rate compared to number of surveys sent out, may be error in reporting or interpretation in completing surveys, raters nested in schools and may have little knowledge of other schools when rating their own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham, Milanowski, and Miller (2012)</td>
<td>Inter-Rater Agreement: Teacher &amp; Principal</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Review and report, describes inter-rater reliability and agreement, including how it’s measured, what level is acceptable, how evidence can be gathered, and factors that affect agreement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffith (2006)</td>
<td>Organizational climate</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Used archival and survey data in 122 elementary schools, saw increased variability or less agreement regarding school environment in schools that had principal changes recently than those without principal change; schools with principal changes had Only 15 schools had principal changes under negative circumstances, seems like conclusions are a bit of a leap in logic, scales used were made up of borrowed or adapted items from other surveys, though they did highlight good reliability and factor loading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Study Type</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris &amp; Schaubroek (1988)</td>
<td>Self-Supervisor Ratings</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of 70 studies (23 peer-supervisor, 11 self-peer, 36 self-supervisor) found low correlations between self-supervisor ratings and self-peer ratings as expected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidemeier &amp; Moser (2009)</td>
<td>Self-Other Agreement: Job Performance Ratings</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of 128 independent samples, found small correlation between self and supervisor ratings (.22) Self-supervisor vs. self-subordinate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogan &amp; Roberts (2000)</td>
<td>Person-Situation Interaction</td>
<td>Chapter</td>
<td>Discusses person-situation interaction: behavior is function of personality (reputation &amp; identity), role Clearly advocating for specific perspective, chapter vs. study, focus specifically on personality dysfunctional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
played during interaction, and agenda for interaction; situations defined by expectations of others in situation, people are “situations”, appointed leaders pay attention to expectations of people who appointed them; emergent leaders pay attention to the group they lead; most important situations are at work, bosses’ personalities determine situation and are source of stress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hulpia, Devos, &amp; Keer (2011)</td>
<td>School leadership &amp; teacher commitment</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Survey of 1,522 teachers in 46 secondary schools; HLM used to reflect teachers nested in schools; found that 9% of variability in teachers’ organizational commitment accounted for by between school differences – particularly quality of leadership, cooperation with leadership team, shared decision making</td>
<td>Conducted in Belgium, unclear on how schools were selected, not much information about the reliability or validity of scales used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingersoll (2001)</td>
<td>Organizational analysis of teacher turnover</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Used Schools and Staffing Survey along with Teacher Followup Survey (6.733 teachers); found that turnover is not related</td>
<td>Older surveys (1991-1992 and 1990-1991), measured administrative support simply by degree of assistance provided to new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study (Year)</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Data Collection</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishimaru (2012)</td>
<td>Qualitative Case Studies</td>
<td>Principals, Organization, Shared Leadership</td>
<td>Principals occupied multiple roles and are key to improving schools, particularly through shared leadership. Very small, limited sample; limited generalizability; no quantitative findings presented. Principals became administrators as a result of previous successful school reform.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

primarily to teacher shortages from an insufficient supply and organizational issues need to be addressed rather than teacher recruitment problems; for teachers indicating dissatisfaction, they could indicate reasons for dissatisfaction, and inadequate administrative support was one of the top highlighted items; a 1-unit difference in reported support between schools resulted in 23% difference in odds of teacher departing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelley, Thronton, &amp; Daughtery (2005)</td>
<td>School leadership &amp; climate</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>31 elementary schools (total of 31 principles and 155 teachers), responded to measures of leadership behavior, effectiveness, and school climate; found that teachers’ perceptions of principal effectiveness predicted school climate scores; correlations between teacher ratings and principal self-ratings of leadership were approximately zero. Small sample size, schools were small and in rural settings, measured school climate using six scale scores (Communications, Innovativeness, Advocacy, Decision-Making, Evaluation, and Attitudes) and may have overlooked some important variables related to school climate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keys, Sharp, Greene, &amp; Grayson (2003)</td>
<td>Successful Leadership</td>
<td>Report, Review</td>
<td>Literature review to explore what makes school leaders successful in challenging contexts; found that effective leadership is an important characteristic in improving schools and that leadership styles must be attuned to school context; shared vision and leadership are present in successful schools. Large portion of the studies in this analysis were from UK (20/28), about 1/3 of the included sources came from opinion pieces, descriptive accounts, literature reviews or other non-empirical sources, this type of policy-related document may be skewed by goals of the creating committee or organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knapp et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Learning-focused Leadership</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Relied on repeated qualitative inquiries at approximately 21 total schools; examined the characteristics that are necessary for leaders to promote equitable learning. Focused specifically on schools pursuing learning improvement agenda with focus on leadership, most schools in study had ongoing relationship with study coordinator (The Wallace Foundation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leithwood et al., (2004)</td>
<td>Influence of leadership in schools</td>
<td>Review of Research, Report</td>
<td>This report was commissioned by The Wallace Foundation to examine the research and evidence base to answer questions about the role of leadership, the effect of leadership on students, and the qualities of successful leaders; found that leadership was second only to teaching among school factors that relate to student learning, and that leaders served three very important functions – setting directions, developing people, and ensuring supportive work conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma &amp; MacMillan (2010)</td>
<td>Workplace conditions &amp; satisfaction</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Survey data of 2,202 teachers examined the influence of workplace conditions on teacher job satisfaction; found that administrative support was the most important workplace factor related to teacher job satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabe &amp; West (1982)</td>
<td>Validity of self-evaluation</td>
<td>Meta-Analysis</td>
<td>Reviewed 55 studies that compared self-evaluation to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettles &amp; Herrington (2007)</td>
<td>School Leadership &amp; Achievement</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Literature review, explored the important effect of school leadership on student achievement; argue for potential direct effects of principal practices on student achievement and evidence of some effect of principal behavior on student achievement. Do not provide specific information of how literature was gathered – no systematic process; article is supporting or advocating for specific argument.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanock, Baran, Gentry, Pattison, &amp; Heggestad (2010)</td>
<td>Polynomial Regression</td>
<td>Review of statistical method</td>
<td>Review of polynomial regression with response surface analysis including some background research, how it might be useful, the types of questions it can answer, and the assumptions that must be met; includes examples of potential research questions that can be addressed through this method and a how-to for polynomial regression. Primarily just a piece advocating the use of polynomial regression with little information about potential drawbacks or limitations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>Interpreted the finding that principal background variables are not significantly related to job satisfaction on most measures as indication that it is less important than school process, did not reflect on the fact that administrator is often key in school processes; both job satisfaction and school processes were reported by same group of teachers which may bolster relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen, Leslie, Spybrook, &amp; Ma (2011)</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Used 2003-2004 Schools and Staffing survey to examine relationship between teacher job satisfaction and principal background and school processes; utilized HLM to address teachers being nested within schools; found that 17% of the variance in job satisfaction is between schools; found that teaching level, experience, and certification were related to job satisfaction as were school influence, classroom control, and administrative support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shouppe &amp; Pate (2010)</td>
<td>Survey Study</td>
<td>Surveyed 367 teachers in ten middle schools in Georgia to explore teacher behaviors, principal leadership, school climate, academic performance and various teacher characteristics (gender, years of teaching, level of education and ethnicity); found no significant relationship between school climate and academic achievement, but a strong, Self-report surveys, surveys may have missed important teacher behavior-related items (professional interactions, teaching strategies, collegiality), limited sample that may not generalize</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>Limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Astor, and Benbenishty (2009)</td>
<td>Teacher-principal ratings of victimization</td>
<td>Used large, nested national sample of Israeli schools (1352 teachers, 186 principals) to study congruence in reports of awareness and response to school violence and victimization; found small correlation between teacher and principal reports of victimization (.15), but larger correlation in reports of student risk behavior (.61) and school response to violence and victimization (.25)</td>
<td>Sample limited to Israeli schools, looking at congruence in ratings of specific phenomenon – may not capture same thing as congruence in leadership ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szell &amp; Henderson (1997)</td>
<td>Self-Supervisor agreement and satisfaction/commitment</td>
<td>A total of 96 employees from 13 work groups were divided into 83 supervisor/supervisee dyads and completed the Career Motivation Inventory regarding supervisor performance and motivation; supervisees also completed job</td>
<td>Profile agreement was not related to three aspects of satisfaction or one aspect of commitment, so only related to specific pieces; small sample size – which may have related to weak profile agreement; Australian, public sector organization – unclear about</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
satisfaction and organizational commitment measures; found that higher agreement between supervisors and supervisees related to higher organizational commitment and job satisfaction. Generalizability; ratings may be different in non-research context, where employees may withhold information.

| Taylor, Wang, & Zhan (2012) | Leader Self-awareness | Survey Study | Collected data from 248 leaders and their 556 direct reports on interpersonal competencies; framed self-awareness as two-pronged: understanding of self and ability to predict how others perceive you; both self-other and prediction-other ratings predicted effectiveness as rated by a supervisor, with prediction-other accounting for more variability in effectiveness. Effectiveness was measured by supervisor rating, sample was limited and participants were only asked to predict two rater groups and only a fraction predicted ratings of direct reports (n=97), range restriction may have decreased power, sample was fairly homogenous in terms of geographic location, race, and most were alumni or management of university. |
Appendix 2: Administrator Leadership Scale
*Reproduced from the National Study of Delinquency Prevention (Gottfredson et al., 2002) with permission*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Content of Teacher Administrator Leadership Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The school's administration makes it easy to get supplies, equipment, or arrangements needed for instruction. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In your opinion, how well do teachers and administrators get along at your school? (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrators and teachers collaborate toward making the school run effectively. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is little administrator-teacher tension in this school. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our principal is a good representative of our school before the superintendent and the board. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The principal is aware of and lets staff members and students know when they have done something particularly well. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers or students can arrange to deviate from the prescribed program of the school. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers feel free to communicate with the principal. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The administration is supportive of teachers. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is hard to change established procedures here. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The principal of our school is informal. (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The principal of our school is open to staff input. (+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Response for the first item was "strongly agree," "agree somewhat," "disagree somewhat," and "strongly disagree." Response for the next item was "not well," "fairly well," "very well," and "does not apply." Responses for the rest of the items were "true" or "false." Scoring direction is indicated in parentheses at the end of each line. Adapted from the *Effective School Battery* copyright ©1984, 1999 by Gary D. Gottfredson, Ph.D. Reproduced by special permission of the publisher, Gottfredson Associates, Inc., Ellicott City, Maryland 21042. Not to be further reproduced without written permission of the publisher.
Appendix 3: Leadership Behavior Scale

Reproduced from the National Study of Delinquency Prevention (Gottfredson et al., 2002) with permission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Content of Principal Leadership Behavior Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supervision and feedback</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss quality of work performance with staff members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review teacher performance with individual teachers in a formal evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mention observed strengths and weaknesses in performance to teachers at the time of observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate performance expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consideration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check with teachers before making changes that may affect them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praise teachers or recognize effective staff performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being patient with and helpful to faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer support or sympathy when a staff member experiences a difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presence and visibility</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tour the school to establish my presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe teacher's instruction and classroom management practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use reason or passion to generate staff commitment to tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan staff meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formally assess the needs or problems of the school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the effectiveness of existing school practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss alternative plans for school improvement with staff, district personnel, or community members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review progress on improvement plans with individual staff members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set school improvement goals, taking into account such things as time, resources, obstacles, and cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign responsibilities to teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish policies or standard operating procedures to cover most day-to-day decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Principals were asked to rate their leadership emphasis in their work to lead the school. Possible responses for their emphasis on each work activity were "top," "high," "some," and "little." The total leadership behavior scale is composed of all items. Copyright © 1997, 2000 Gottfredson Associates, Inc. Not to be reproduced without written permission from Gottfredson Associates.
Appendix 4: Rule Fairness and Clarity Scales

Reproduced from the National Study of Delinquency Prevention (Gottfredson et al., 2002) with permission

**Item Content of Fairness of Rules Scale**

- The school rules are fair.
- The punishment for breaking school rules is the same no matter who you are.
- The principal is fair.

*Note:* Students were asked to rate the first two items on a three-point scale from “Almost always” (1 pt) to “Almost never” (0 pt). The last item was rated either “Agree” (1 pt) or “Disagree” (0pt).

**Item Content of Clarity of Rules Scale**

- Everyone knows what the school rules are.
- The principal runs the school with a firm hand.
- The teachers let the students know what they expect of them.
- The principal lets the students know what he or she expects of them.

*Note:* Students rated the first item on a three-point scale from “Almost always” (1 pt) to “Almost never” (0 pt). The second item was rated as either “Agree” (1 pt) or “Disagree” (0 pt). The final two items were both rated either “True” (1 pt) or “False” (0pt).
Appendix 5: School Morale Scale

Reproduced from the National Study of Delinquency Prevention (Gottfredson et al., 2002) with permission

**Item Content of Teacher Morale Scale**

Students here don't really care about the school. (-)

Our problems in this school are so big that it is unrealistic to expect teachers to make much of a dent in them. (+)

I feel my ideas are listened to and used in this school. (+)

I want to continue working with the kind of students I have now. (+)

Please indicate which of the following descriptors are mostly true of the teaching faculty of your school and which are mostly false about the faculty.

Apathetic (-)

Cohesive (+)

Enthusiastic (+)

Frustrated (-)

Satisfied (+)

Tense (-)

Unappreciated (-)

*Note.* Response of above items were "true" or "false." Scoring direction is indicated in parentheses at the end of each line. Adapted from the Effective School Battery copyright ©1984, 1999 by Gary D. Gottfredson, Ph.D. Reproduced by special permission of the publisher, Gottfredson Associates, Inc., Ellicott City, Maryland 21042. Not to be further reproduced without written permission of the publisher.
Appendix 6: Organizational Focus Scale
*Reproduced from the National Study of Delinquency Prevention (Gottfredson et al., 2002) with permission*

### Item Content of Teacher Organizational Focus Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This school clearly signals to faculty and staff what performance is expected of them. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules and operating procedures are clear and explicit in this school. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is difficult to determine what is expected of a person in this school. (-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The goals of this school are clear. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone understands what behavior will be rewarded in this school. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some persons in positions of power or authority in this school have conflicting expectations for others. (-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone here is working towards the same ends. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school, people who accomplish the same thing are rewarded in the same way. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People are often confused about what objective they should go for in this school. (-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school people know what to do and when to do it. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People know how to achieve rewards here. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People have often said that it is difficult to decide what aims to work towards in this school. (-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This school simultaneously pursues many conflicting goals. (-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school has a clear focus. (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My school is torn up by leaders with different agendas. (-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules and procedures are often ignored in this school. (-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes*: Respondents were presented with a list of statements to show how well each described their school. Possible responses were "false," "mostly false," "mostly true," and "true." Scoring direction is indicated in parentheses at the end of each line. Adapted from the *Organizational Focus Questionnaire* copyright © 1996 by Gary D. Gottfredson and John L. Holland. Not to be further reproduced without written permission of the authors.
Appendix 7: Points-to-Plot Charts for Polynomial Regression Outputs

School Morale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points to Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Diagonal is line of congruence \((x = y)\), below the diagonal \(X > Y\), and above the diagonal \(X < Y\)

Organizational Focus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points to Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Diagonal is line of congruence \((x = y)\), below the diagonal \(X > Y\), and above the diagonal \(X < Y\)

Teacher Turnover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points to Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Diagonal is line of congruence \((x = y)\), below the diagonal \(X > Y\), and above the diagonal \(X < Y\)